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Abstract
Persistent object stores (POS) provide a good foundation for distributed
applications. By esecuting nested object transactions, the application programmer can m a k e updates to shared objects from different processing nodes
across the network without havïng to manage the communications or concurrency control aspects of data access in the distnbuted environment. In
such systems, the shared objects are "cached" in the nodes' local mernories
and these copies rnust be kept consistent in order t o ensure correct esecution
of the transactions. Therefore, the memoq- consistency protocol has a great
impact on the efficiency and usability of the POSThe LOTEC prot oc01 was designed to maintain data consistency while
reducing the associated consistency maintenance communication overhead for
shared objects in a distributed shared virtual memory (DSVM) environment.
IVhile LOTEC achiet-es its goal, the use of hed-ske memory pages limits the
performance improvement. -4ls0, the locking protocol reduces the potential
for concurrent esecution of the nested object transactions.
In ttiis thesis, a new memory consistency protocol is presented in the contest of a distributed shared data (DSD)-based POS. This protocol improves
performance and reduces overhead by managing concurrent data access using
versions of smaller groups of a n object's attributes- When compared with
LOTEC, the nem protocol reduces a number of delay-causing situations that
may arise during transaction esecution- In addition, a new algorithm for
creating smaller groups of attributes from an object called object chunking
is presented and analyzed. Simulation results indicate that object chunking
can significantly reduce the arnount of data that must be moved in order to
maint ain memory consistency-
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Peters, et al. [PGBSi] describe a Persistent Object Store (POS) based on
a Distributed Shâred Virtual hlemory System (DSVMS) in a 64bit address
space. The programming environment of the POS provides distribution, per-

sistence, support for cornplex objects, and transactions to the programmer
n-bich can be used to support a variety of adtanced applications such as

C-1LD/C-ABI or virtuai environments. In order to ensure correct execiition,
transaction concurrency and data consistency must be carefully managed
in this en\-ironnient. The LOTEC protocol [GS99. Sui981 nas designed to
address the concurrency and data consistency problems of the DS\W envi-

ronrnent. LOTEC uses the object tn-O-phaselocking ( 0 2 P L ) mles [Siii98] to
ensure a serializable esecution of nested object transactions and lazy propagation of updated pages to reduce the arnount of data transferred. This

reduction irnproves POS performance ot-er more traditional approaches. The

amount of performance gain is limited by LOTECk use of pessimistic concurrencj- control and the m e m o y page as the unit of data t r a d e r To address the performance limitations of LOTEC, this thesis presents
a nen* approach to partitioning objects called chunking and a version-based
pro toc01 for maintaining memon- consistency n i t h closed nested object transactions in a Distributed Shared Data (DSD)-based POS-

1.1

Challenges

In LOTEC [GS99] and memory consistency protocols for traditional DSM
systems [LLGC92. BZS93, KCDZ94, CBZ95, ISL961, the basic unit of data

transfer is a memory page- Using a large transfer unit Iike the memory page
increases the risk of data anomaliest such as false shanitg, occurring during
esecution. More recent DSM systems use a memory region approach [IS99.

BS991 to achiel-e finer-grain sharing than a page. DSD systems [Lu971 avoid
data anomalies b5- managing independent data as separate objects. Attnbute
access n-it hin an object is not always independent, t herefore at tribute groups

r-ithin an object have a significant impact on protocol performance.
There are two main approaches to creating fragments in relational databases:
affinity- based and t ransaç t ion- based- Affinit- based approaches [HS75, NC\VD84]

partition the relation into groups of attributes n~hichtend to be used together, but these approaches are dependent on access frequency information.
-4ffinitj--based met hods have been successfully- applied to objects [EB94].

Transaction-based approaches [HN79, Chu92, CI931 use the sernantic information found in the transactions to construct the fragments- Unfortunately,
these techniques are designed to minimize disk access related overhead and
are not appropriate for the DSD environment. An appropriate fragmentation
algorithm must be de\-eloped for the DSD environment-

LOTEC uses object two-phase lmking rules (O'ZPL) to manage concurrent access to a datum by nested atomic object transactions. 0 2 P L ensures
that a datum is left in a correct and consistent state by ensuring that a

confiet serializable [BHG8ï] execution lùstory can be created for any set of
concurrent ly esecuting nested object transactions- This result is achieved
by allowing nest ed object transactions to access data serially Parallel ex-

ecution of nested object transactions can be supported through the use of

uersioned data [BHGW]. In order to achieve this goal, a set of version-based
locking rules must be developed that preserves the nested object transaction
st riicture.

1.2

Mot k a tion

The efficiency of a distributed POS is greatly affected by the underlying
mernori consistency and concurrency control protocols. The LOTEC protocol reduces the amount of communication in terms of both byte count and

number of messages sent. The loiver communications requirements reduce

t h e impact of network latency thereby ensuring high performance. LOTECYs

use of memory pages as the data transfer unit limits the improvements in
tliis area- Therefore, developing techniques to further reduce communication
overhead is ver3' important in hi& bandwidth, los\- latency networks wïth
tiigher per-message costPerformance of a distributed POS can also be evaluated in terms of transaction throughput. Systems with high throughput can execute a large number of transactions in a given period of time and are generally more desirable
platforms for building applications, The LOTEC protocol allows only one
transaction to access to an object at a time. This restriction can cause significant reduction in throughput due to the resulting access delays. Techniques
that ensure rnemory consistency while reducing object access delays would
improve transaction throughput for a POS.

1.3

Organization

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the relevant research
pertaining to this work. Chapter 3 describes the assurned operation environment. the problem of maintaining rnemory consistency in a distributed
shared data environment, and presents a review of the LOTEC protocol, -1
new algorithm for partitioning objects is presented and analyzed in Chapter
4. In Cliapter

a nen- memoy consistency protocol for closed versioned

nested object transactions is described and analyzed. Finailx Chapter 6
concludes this thesis with a description of the contributions and a discussion

CHAPTER 1- NTRODUCTION
of future research directions-

Chapter 2

Background and Related Work
-1s the protocol developed in this thesis is intended to support a Persistent

O bject System (POS) in a Distnbuted Shared Data (DSD) environment, the
discussion will begin with a n introduction to POSs and d l also revïew transactions and serializability. The discussion wiIl then focus on the approaches
to sharing data in distributed envïronments particularly Distributed Shared

LIemory (DSbl) and DSD. Wemory consistency models in DSM systems are
reviewed because t hey are generally applicable in the DSD environment.
Finally, because DSD systen performance depends on the arnount of data
transferred as well as the number of messages being sent: data fragmentation
techniques are also reviewed-

2.1

Persistent Object Stores

An object, as descrïbed by Kim [Kim90], is a mode1 of a real world entity's
state and behaviour and has an associated unique identifier. The state of the

object is stored in a set of values which describe the attributes of the object,
\-hile the behaviours are represented by a set of routines called methods
which are esclusit-ely permitted to alter the object's state- Objects t hat

have the same attributes and methods are grouped into a class. An object
must belong to only one class and is referred to as an instance of that class-

O bjects are a ponrerful tool for implementing software- The state of each
object is encapsulated by its methods which provides enforced locality of efFect and improves underst andability- Programmers mây reuse esist ing cornponents, or derive nen- classes by inheriting the methods and attributes from
one or more esisting classes and adding additional attribut es and met hods.
Using the properties ofencapsulation and inheritance, more comples systems
can be modeled with objects than is possible by abstract data types alone-

Persistence
Implementing a comples system using objects is a difficult task. En most
environments, an object e-uists only while the software is esecuting. Thus,
programmers must translate the object 's internd representat ion into a form
that can be placed on long-term media such as a disk or a tape to provide

persistence between esecutions- One can eliminate this inconvenience if an

object is made to automatically esist for as long as it is needed, rather than
only for the length of time a particdar application runs.. Such objects are
said to be persistent,
Persistent objects remove the necessity to esplicitly manage externd storage but: depending on the implemeatation, they can introduce other problems. If persistence is implemented on the basis of data type, it is possible to
create references to non-persistent data within a persistent object. When an
application t hat created the non-persistent data terminates: it leaves a dan-

gling reference, to non-esktent data, in the persistent object. Applications
t hat are subsequently esecuted n-ill fail or generate incorrect results if they

attempt to use the dangling reference. An orthogonally persistent [ABCf 831
O bject

system hides its implementation details from the programmer and

eliminates the distinction between persistent and non-persistent data.

Distributed Objects
Dist ributed comput ing in a n object environment presents additional problems to the programmer. In cornniercial distributed object protocol suites

such as CORB.4 [YD96] a n d DCOM [Micgi], objects must be registered with
a brokering system to be accessed renotely. The calling program directs its

metiiod invocation request to the broker which marshals and fonvards the
request to the desired object and then returns the results.

BJ-combining distribution n i t h orthogonal persistence,

the location of the

objects may be made transparent to the user and this eliminates the need for

the object broker- Users of such a POS would then create, delete and access
objects as they do nlthin applications now. The POS nrould perform the
object registration? deregistration and communication tasks- Peters, et al.

[PGBS'i] describe a DSM-based distributed persistent object system which
could act as a foundation for an objectbase-

2.2

Transactions and Serializability

The protocol described in this thesis exploits properties of transactions and
concurrency control to achieve better performance- As an aid to understanding, this section presents the background concepts of transactions and
concurrency control. Flat, nested and object transactions are revïewed d o n g
with the concurrency control problems of, and algorithms used in, each en-

vironment -

2.2.1

Flat Transactions

-4 conventional transaction is a sequence of read and/or m i t e operations
on data ending in a commit or an abort operation, Transactions normally

have four properties: Atomicity: Consistency? Isolation and Durability (generally referred to as the ACID properties). -4tomicity requires that either
al1 or none of the operations of the transaction are esecuted, Consistency
requires that any data accessed by the operations of the transaction be left

in a consistent state after the commit or abort. Isolation ensures that the
transaction does no t inadvertently affect ot her transactions n-hich maj- be
running concurrently. Finallyy durability ensures that al1 changes made by
the operations of committed transactions persist even when failures occur in
the database or when subsequent transactions are aborted.

Flat Transaction Serializability
The ACID properties ensure that a transaction executes reliably and correctly. We can esecute a n number
~
of trânsactions serially wïthout creating
data inconsistency. Serial esecutions, however: lead to poor system performance because theg fail to take advantage of possible concurrency between
the amilable transactions.
Concurrent esecut ion of transactions, ivhile greatly irnprovïng performance: can lead to data inconsistency- due to conflictsL in the component
operations- Therefore, nre must manage the concurrent esecution of transactions carefull- The most wïdely used correctness criterion for this is conflict

serializa bilzty [BHG87]. Under conflict serializability, we view transactions
as partial orderings of operations- If tnToconcurrently esecuting transactions
at tempt to operate on the same datum, nre consistently order the operations

so they are equivalent to some serial esecution of the two transactions. Any
concurrency control algorithm which implements conflict serïalizability ndl
L-4ccordingto Bernstein, et al- [BHGSÏ] a conflict occurs n-hen tc-Ooperations occur
on the same datum and at ieast one is a nrite-

leave the data in a correct and consistent state.
Concurrency control algorithms generally follow one of two main a p
proaches: pessimist ic or optimistic. The pessimistic approach, concemed
that conflicts occur frequentli., attempts to minimize the impact b-! delaying the conflicting operations when they are identified et-en at the loss of
some concurrencj' The optimistic approach hopes that conflicts ndl be infrequent and strives to rnaximize concurrency -Ml transactions are t herefore
allowed to run concurrently but before cornmitment, the data is verified for
consistency. If an inconsistency is detected, the transaction is aborted-

The most common pessimistic concurrency cont rol algorit hm used in
database systems is strict two-phase iocking(strict 2PL). Under strict 2PL, a
read lock and a write lock are associated nith each datum. Each transaction
acquires the appropriate lock for each datum it accesses during execution
and holds it until the transaction ends when they are a11 released at once.
Any number of transactions may hold the same read lock concurrently, but
only one may hold a m i t e lock. Once a transaction acquires a m i t e lock on

a datum: al1 other transactions must wait until that m i t e lock is released.
The 2PL rules ensure that no cycles can form in the serialization g a p h 2 and
t hereby ensure serializability. Bernstein, et al. [BHG87] proi-ide a formal
proof of correctness for strict 2PL.
'-4 serîa1ization graph is a directed graph where the nodes are the transactions that
have cornmitted during the period in question and an edge

Ti+ Tiappears where one of

Ti'soperations precedes and codicts with an operation in Ti-

Optimistic concurrency control algont hms ceai& that data accessed during transaction e~ecutionis unchanged a t the point where the transaction
a t tempts to commit. Techniques for optimistic concurrency control are based
on detecting cycles in data access graphs [BHG87], or by eqloiting the structure of the data being accessed. Another optimistic approach manages nem
copies of a datum that are created each time a m i t e operation is pecformed
on the datum. This is knonm as rndti-version concvrrency control (MVCC).
hWCCbased systems enhance concurrency by alloning late read operations
to overlap wîth subsequent read oc mete operations a t the cost of additional
storageM\%C systems are cornmonly based on multi-version serializability. In
conflict serializability. two esecution histories3 are considered equivalent if
al1 pairs of conflicting operations occur in the same order* This is known as

conpict equivalence. Because there are multiple versions of the data, operations in multi-version ( M V ) systems are different from operations in a serial
single version system (IV). Conflict equivalence can not accurately estab-

Zish the relationship between an M Y history and a 1V history, Instead, the
read-from and final m i t e sets are compared. If they match, the two histories
are said to be view equivalent. A concurrency control algorithm that uses
multi-version serializability is considered to be correct if the hdST history it
produces is viem equiwlent to some 1V history. Bernstein, et al. [BHGW]
3A history is a record of the order in which the operations of a set of transactions occur
relative to each other.

provide a formal proof of correctness for multi-version seria1izabili~-.
There are two common multi-version concurrency control algorithms:
multi-version timestamp ordering (M\-TO) , and rnulti-version two-phase Io&ing ( M W P L ) the former being a n optimistic technique and the latter a pessimistic one. M I S 0 algorithms assign a unique timestamp, t s ( z ) , to each
transaction

TiWhen a read request is made, the I\/iSiTO scheduler returns

the version of the desired datum with a timestamp less than or equal to
ts(z-).
-4 write operation by Ti creates a new version of the datum x and Ti7s

commitment is then delayed until al1 other transactions that n ~ o t ae version
read b -

have committed to ensure recoverabili- If some transaction Tj

reads a version of x created by Tc such that ts(Tk)< ts(TJ < ts(T,)? T&
m i t e operation is rejected and one of

Tior Tj must be aborted.

h41;3PL introduces a new lock type in addition to those found in 2PL.

Certify l o c h conflict with al1 other lock types and are acquired when a transaction is ready to commit- Upgrading to certify locks is only allowed once
al1 outstanding read locks have been released- When a data item is read by
transaction ir;:: a read lock is obtained and the latest committed version is
used. Subsequent reads niIl return the latest version written by
m i t e Iock is obtained,

Ti.-4fter a

Ticreates a new version of the datum. Ticommits

only when al1 the locks for versions it read (and did not write) have been

upgraded to certik locks by the transactions n-hich produced them.
Forma1 proofs of correctness for MVTO and MV2PL may also be found
in Bernstein, et al. [BHGBI].

2.2.2

Nested Transactions

Not al1 the operations in a transaction need necessarily be reads and writesMoss [h[os85] introduced the concept of structuring transactions as trees
wïth the parent transaction forming the root of the tree and the primitive
operations and child transactions forming the Leaves. These trees axe called
transaction families.

There is no depth restriction to a transaction tree,

since a child transaction may also have its on- children. h4oss' mode1 also

allows a parent transaction to choose to esecute child transactions in paraIlel-

This allows for much finer granularity- concurrency control than is typically
possible wit h conventional transactions,
Nested transactions corne in two forms: open and closed- In an open
nested transaction, updates made by a child transaction are visible to ail
other transactions in the system after that child transaction commits. Immediate visibility can increase the potential for concurrent esecution of transactions, even [rom different families. However, if the parent transaction subsequently aborts, an>- transaction which used a datum updated by a committed child of the aborting transaction family must be rolled back- This
can trigger roll backs of other transaction families which in turn can trig-

ger more roIl backs- This is a n esample of the cascading aborts problemClosed nested transactions restrict the visibility of coïnmitted cbild transaction updates to other members of the transaction family until the parent
transaction cornmits. Sherefore, any cascading abort that occurs is limited

to that transaction family and d l not disrupt the remainder of the system-

Nested Transaction Serializability
Ii'hile conflict scrializabilitc as defined previously, will produce correct concurrent esecutions of ail transaction families in the system eqiiident to some
serial order, it does not address the problem of conflicts wïthin a transaction
f a m i l - Sub-transactions mat- esecute concurrent ly and t herefore may introduce data inconsistencies within a transaction family Because of the ,ACID
properties, a sub-transaction c a m o t completely '"commit" since an ancestor
can still abort and thereby undo its changes- Conflicts Fvithin a transaction family can be eliminated by simply enforcing a depth-first esecution of
sub-transactions- By doing so, ive have a n esact serial esecution and thus a
correct esecution of the transaction familyEnforcing a depth-first execution strate=- on nested transactions elirninates concurrent esecution of sub-transactions and would, therefore, nullify

a fundamental benefit of using nested transactions. bloss[bIosS5] solves the
int ra-t ransact ion farnily conflict problem by estending the strict tn-O-phase

Iocki ng rules. The estended two-phase loclcing rules are:
1- ,A transaction may hold a n ~ i t elock for datum x if al1 transactions

holding a lock of any type for x are its superiors;
2. -4 transaction ma?- hold a read lock for x if al1 transactions holding a
m i t e iock on x are its superiors;

3. If a transaction aborts, dl locks it holds are discarded; its superiors
continue holding an!- l o c h they currently have: and
4. If a transaction commits, al1 its locks are passed t o its stiperior- The

stiperior holds the strictest lock". When the root transaction commits,
al1 locks are released back to the system,
Rules 1 and 2 ensure that two sister sub-transactions cannot hold conflicting locks a t the same tirne- Rule 3 ensures that all traces of an aborting
child transaction are removed- Rule 4 ensures that locks propagate up the
tree until the root node holds al1 the locks. Lynch [L-n83j has proven the
correctness of a locking algorithm based on these rules.

Nested Transaction Comrnitment
Flat transactions make their changes permanent by esecuting a commit operation once t hey have completed t heir primitive operations. In nested transactions: hoivever, t lie possibility of an ancestor aborting precludes a subtransaction from cornpIetely commit ting. Instead, final cornmitment must
be delayecl until al1 sub-transactions in the transaction family are complete.
-4 cornmon protoc01 used to ensure that al1 sub-transactions atomically

commit is two phase commit(2PC) [BHG87]. In 2PC, a coordinator (root
transaction) sends a vote-request message to al1 the participants (sub-transactions). -4 participant responds with a "yes" vote and waits for a command
''-4w i t e lock is stricter than a read lock-

from the coordinator if it wishes to commit5, or %O" and aborts if it does
not- If all the votes are "yes" , the coordinator sends a "commit" command

eo d l the participants, othenvise the coordinator sends an "abort" command
to dl participants t hat voted ?es".

Participants receiving a command from

the coordinator act accordingly and stop. -4 formal proof of correctness for

W C can also be found in Bernstein [BHG87].

2.2.3

Object Transactions

Object transactions, as defined in Zapp [Zap93], correspond to methods invoked on objects- Nested transactions and object transactions are very similar. In both cases, there is a parent transaction which coordinates and
supervises the child transactions, and child transactions may also have their
own children, Howet-er: object transactions arc restricted to accessing their
own at tributes because of encapsulation while nested transactions may access any data in the database. Object transactions a t any level in the tree
may also access data while in nestcd transactions data access is typically
res t rict cd t O the leaf transactions.

O bject Transaction Serializability
Because of t heir similar nature, object transactions share the same problems
of concurrent esecution as nested traiisactions. Similarly, by eestending the

concepts of conflict serializability, those problems can be eliminated- Zapp
%app [Zap93]defines this waiting period as the pre-commit state-

[Zap93] estends conflict serializability theory into the object domain and
provides a proof of correctness.
hloss' nested two-phase locking rules must be estended for use with object
transactions for two reasoas. First, since non-leaf nodes may access data,
thej- must be able to hold t h e k own set of locks to ensure serializable accessSecond, because met hods r n q be invoked reciirsively ort n-orse, rnutually
recursively between two objects, there is a danger of deadlock. Sui [Sui981
addresses this problem b ~ defining
and proving the correctness of object
tn-O-phase locking. Sui's estended rules are:
1. Transaction T may acquire a lock if:
(a) no other transaction holds the lock o r al1 transactions ttiat retain

the lock are ancestors of T, a n d
(b) if T depends on a transaction T': Tt has completed.

2. Once a lock has been acquired by transaction T 1the lock is held until
T commits or aborts.
3- -4 transaction cannot pre-commit until al1 its su h-transactions have
pre-committed- When a sub-transaction T pre-comrnits, the parent of

T inherits al1 its locks- ,.fter that, the parent retains al1 the locks,
4. When sub-transaction T aborts, locks held or retained by it and its

sub-transactions are released unless any of its ancestors retain any of
those locks in which case they continue to do so-

5. When the root transaction T comrnits, it releases al1 Iocks which were
held by itself and al1 of its sub-transactions- This makes them available
t O O t her transaction families-

This thesis 1 d 1 consider only closed object transactions and thek secializa bili ty-

2.3

Memory Consistency Models in

Distributed Systems
In this section, pertinent research specific to maintaining m e m o - consistency in distributed l s t e r n s is revïewed- Sections '2.3-1and 2.32 review the
message-passing and shared memor-y approaches to data sharing. In section
2.3-3, distributed data approaches are revien-ed, and section 2.3-4 sun-eys

memory consistency models and protocols used in Distributed Shared Mem-

oc-(DSM) and Distributed Shared Data(DSD) sustems-

2.3.1

Distribution via Message Passing

Message-passing based information sharing requires that an esplicit request
for data or processing be sent from one processor to another for each data access. hkssage-passing is generally well understood, easily scalable, and forms
the b a i s for interprocess communication in such systems as the Mach rnicro-

kernel [RBFf 891 and the Amoeba distributed operating system [TvRvS+SOI.

Shared MernoN

l

Memory Bus

Figure 2.1: Shared Memory System n i t h Caches
Invoking a method on an object is similar in many respects to messagepassing.

Il'ith objects: the messages always instruct the object to alter

its state according to the behaviour prescribed by the im-oked method. In

message-passing architectures more general informat ion such as data or commands ma'; be passed to the rccipient, -4ssuming that each object resides
on a single node then message-passing m a - be used t o directly implement

method invocation on an object, An esample of this approach is Java%
Remote biethod Xnvocation(RMI) facility [FFCM99].

2.3.2

Shared Memory

The shared m e m o l approach, as uscd in parallel cornputers, provides a single
physical memoq- shared via hardware by all processors as shown in Figure
2.1- Since aU processors can see aii of the data: updates are immediately

available just as they are in single CPU systems. This makes programming
easier since there is no need to esplicitly send and receive messages. However,
as the number of processors in the system increases, memory access becomes

a bottleneck because the memory bus becomes overloaded- Thus, shared
mernon- systerns are limited usually to a maximum of 32 processors in size.
The rnemory access latency in shared memory systerns can be improved
b>- caching data a t each processor- Installing a local cache allows the processor to read the local copy of the data rather than retriew the data from

main memory each time it is accessed- This reduces traffic on: and therefore

contention for, the memory busWhile improving read performance, the use of caches introduces a serious
consistency problem when m i t e s occur. Since a processor updates its local
copy of the data, the change may not be immediately visible to the other
processors. To maintain a consistent tiew of the shared data, the in-cache
copies must be transparently kept consistent to pret-ent anomalies such as
lost updates.
There are two approaches to maintaining cache consistency: write-update
and il-rite-invalidate. The i n d i d a t i o n approaches requires t hat ali copies of

a shared datum ot her than the one being updated be invalidated (Le. made

unusable) before a processor can perforrn a write- Marking a datum invalid
tj-picall- occurs n-hen the processor acquires exclusive control of t hat datum.
In update schemes, the write is held in a buffer until some synchronization
point is readied, a t which time al1 cached copies of the datum are updated.
Non-local access to the daturn is precluded until after the updateInterconnect ion Ketwork

Figure 2.2: Distributed Shared Virtual Memory System

2.3.3

Access to Distributed Data

Distribiited systems operate on a collection of independent nodes, each having their own processor(s) and mernos-, connected by an interconnection net-

n-ork. Communication between nodes is accomplished by message-passing.
llrhile: in general? such systerns do not suffer from cache consistency problems or memory bus bottleneclis, they do require the programmer to esclicitly
manage the data location and communications. Esarnples of such systems
include CORBA [YD96], and DCOM [Micgï].

By combining ideas from shared memory multi-processors and messagepassing approaches, we can create systems that are easier to use and which
have enhanced scalability- Distributed shared memocy (DSM) systems, which
irnplement this combination, create a logically shared m e m o l from the local
memories of each processing node. While the data is shared via e s ~ i i c i t
message-passing, the DSM abstraction hides the communications details from
the programmer by creating a address space shared among processes across
the network. Thus, the tocal memory of each node is used as a cache for this
global virtual address space. -4 block diagram of such a system is given in
Figure 2-2.

It is also possible to incorporate support from the node7svirtuai memory
system to assist in the transfer of data between permanent storage and the

various systems' memories to ensure the data is persistent. Such systems are
called Distributed Shared Virtual Memory(DSVh4) systems. DSVM systems
have the same problems of cache consistency that nrere described prevïously
Xnother potential problem with DSM systems is the granularïty of the

data objects that are manipulated. To make the most efficient use of the
virtual memory hardware, the basic transfer unit is usually a page. Pages

are typically 4 kilobytes on traditional systems- If every datum in the DSM
is the same size as the page, there is no granularity problem- Datum size
rarely matches page size however, so some pages mill contain multiple data
objects- With shared pages, a situation can arise where tn-O processes on
different nodes w i t e to tnro ciifferent data objects in a single page- While
each of the written objects is consistent on the local processor, one of the
updates will be Iost n-hen the page is updated- Whïch one is lost depends on
the order in which the copies are n ~ i t t e n -This problem is normally addressed
by locking entire pages. Unfortunatellv, this gives rise to false sharing mhich
maj- seriously Iimit concurrency unnecessady To reduce the incidence of
false sharing, DSbl sj-stems such a s MultiView [IS99]and the Region Trap
Library [BS99j use user-defined, variable-size memory bloclis to allow finergrain sharing of data mithin a n applicationDistributed Shared Data(DSD) systems, on the other hand, avoid false
sharing by manipulating each datum individually n-ithout involving the virtua1 rnemory hardware- In addition, DSD systems can support finer-grain
concurrency control without loss of data integrity, However, because object
data sizes can vary widely, network performance can drop significantly due
to the additional overhead caused by sending or receiving large numbers of

6This depends primarily on the messaging latency in the network being used.

2.3.4

Memory Consistency Models

In conventional uniprocessor systems, memory is consistent if the value returned by read operations is always the same as the value written by the
most recent write operation- Unfortunately, with multiple processors accessing different copies of the same datum, as happens in shared memory
mult i-processors, defining the 'knost recent write operation" becomes more
difficult. This problem is et-en more chalienging in DSM and DSD systems
since there is no physical memory that can be referred to and because of the
possibly large numbers of nodes in the system-

A rnernory consistency model, as defined by -4dve [Adv93], is an architectural specification of how updates to shared memory are reflected to the
other processes in the system- A mode1 must eliminate the problem of "the
niost recent w i t e operation" by specifiring which datum should be returned
by the read operations of an esecuting process. In so doing, the model also

determines mhich memory operations may be esecuted in parallel by a given
processor, in what order the operations may occur, when operations may be
permitted to overlap? when updates can be made availabie to other processors, and hence hom much inter-process communication d l occur, Thus, the
memory consistency mode1 effectively determines the performance of a DSM

or DSD systemDesigners of mernory consistency protocols attempt to achieve the best
possible performance in a DSM or DSD system. The performance of such

systems is affected by many factcrs. Because DSM q s t e m s typicall- use
large-grained units (i-e. pages) as t heir

COherence

and communication units,

t hey are susceptible t O false sharing (described previously) and unnecessary

communication. Such communication can occur when the requesting processor does not require al1 of the data in the page, but is forced to move it
anyway. Bot li DS iL1 and DSD systems are also affected by the cost of commuxications since ail data transferred (and synchronization perfonned) must be
accomplished via esplicit messages. Furt her, t here is also processing overhead
incurred by running the consistency maintenance protocol itself. Therefore,
a key design goal in DSM and DSD systems is to reduce the amount of com-

munication, in terms of both the number of bytes transferred and the number
of messages sent, required to maintain m e m o l consistency.
hrlany memon. consistency models have been implemented, in both hard-

ware and software, and have been proven correct- In general, they fa11 into
two categories: strong consistency models and weak consistency models-

An esample of a strong consistency model is Sequential Consistency (SC)

[Lam79]. -4 system is sequentially consistent if al1 memory operations appear
to esecute serially in some total order, and al1 memory operations of a given
processor appear to execute in program order. SC, in effect, estends the
uniprocessor model by requiring that any update to shared data be visible to
al1 other nodes in the systcm before the writing processor may access shared
memory againBecause of the need to maintain a globally consistent view of the data

a t al1 times, SC requires large amounts of espensive communication. While
some performance improvements can be made b - using broadcast messages

[FKL98], SC precludes many performance enhancing optimizations such as
buffering, pipelining, a n d operation ceordering- The programmer is responsible for ensuring exclusive access to shared data via some sort of s y c h r o nization primitive.
Weak consistency models esploit the use of mutual exclusion to reduce
the amount of communication required to maintain consistency. Instead of
immediately propagating updates as they occur, data are eschanged only a t
synchronizat ion points- T h e result ing reduced nurnber of messages increases
performance of the DSkI or DSD system- The data: while consistent a t the
ciirrent updater, is not g l o b a l 1 consistent. However as long as mutually
esclusive access to the d a t a is ensured, there is no danger of accessing stale
data.
Rclease Consistency (RC) [GLLC90]is a weak consistency mode1 t hat classifies merno-

operations into "acquires", "releases" and "ordina&'

opera-

tions- -4cqiiire and release operations, perforrned on associated locks, indicate
the beginning and the end of a processor's use of a memory object. Ordina-* operations correspond to the reads and writes of the memon; object.
In the release consistency approach, all update propagation to other nodes is
delq-ed until t h e processor cornpletes al1 ordinary operations, but before the
release takes place. In a n RC-based DSM or DSD, the data would be globally consistent after a release and before a lock acquire, and always locally

consistent to any processor perforrning ordinary operations. RC has been
implemented in hardware in the DASH [LLG+92] system and in software in
the Munin [CBZSl, CBZ951 systern.
Propagating updates in an RGbased DSM trïggers additional processing at each node to apply the changes so the local copy reflects the global

state. Not a11 processors irnmediately need the updated data and some may
never need it. This observation led to the development of

L w -Release Con-

sistency (LRC) [ICCZE]. LRC delays propagation of modifications until the
nex* acquire occurs-

By delayïng the updates until acquisition, LRC reduces

the number of messages sent in propagating changes and the amount of data
shipped across the nehvork since only the nex* acquirer receives the update-

LRC has been implemented in the TreadMarks [KCDZ94] system.
A similar approach to LRC is used in Entry Consistency(EC) [BZS93].

In bot h systems, a processor's Mew becomes consistent with the most recent
updates only when a lock is acquired- The Midway system associates a synchronization object, such as a mutes lock, with individual data items. Since

EC gives finer granularity access to the data than LRC, less data is transferred between nodes at the cost of having the programmer specify more
sj-nchronization operations- EC has been estended to object-oriented systems in the LOTEC protocol [GS99].-1major advantage of LOTEC is that
t be required synchronizat ion operations are automatically generated by the
transaction manager so there is no added complesity for the programmer.
Scope Consistency(ScC) [EL961 attempts to gain the benefits of EC with-

out the additional locliing overhead. ScC uses synchronization variables to
create scopes through mhich memory is viewed. Wlen a m i t e access occurs,
data is dynamically associated wïth a scope. The Aurora systern [Lu971 uses
ScC to implement a DSD system-

2.4

Data Partitioning in Distributed

Relational Dat abase S ystems
The structure of the data is also an important factor in overall performance
of a distributed relational database system. One of the main techniques used
to irnprove performance is the partitioning of data relations into smaller
units called fragments. In this section, the concepts of data paxtitioning
and affiniy-based and t ransact ion-based vertical part itioning techniques are
reviewed.

2 -4.1 Fragmentation Concepts
Fragmentation of data relations, according to 0zsu and Valdunez [OV91],
is
performed for three main reasons: (1) to reduce the amount of unnecessary
data accessed, (2) to improve reliability and performance through replication,

and (3) to increase intra-query concurrency. Instead of loading the entire relation, an application can retrieve the fragment that contains the data it
needs. Replication of heavily accessed data spreads query processing opera-

tions over more processors- Using more processors reduces the workload on
each individual host, which means t h a t requests for data are processed with
less delay If a processor should fail while the systern is running, replicated
fragments would still be accessible a t other nodes. Finally, since multiple
processors are available to handle a request, multiple fragments can aiso be
accessed simuItaneously. This concurrent access can improve overall systern
throughput by reducing the amount of time spent by a transaction waiting
for the data to be retrieved from storage.
0zsu and Valduriez [OV91] identi& three types of fiagrnentation: hori-

zontal, vertical, and hybnd- In horizontal fragmentation, the relational tuples
are divided between the fragments o n the basis of the values of one or more
attributes. This approach partitions the relational table into a set of smaller
tables each containing the same attributes which can then be distributed
over the various processors. Horizontal fragmentation can be applied in tw-O
ways. In primary horizontal fragmentation, the selection operation is applied

-

directiy to the onmer relation ' , A derived horizontal fragmentation results
from a n equi-joins between an onlier relation and a mernber relation.

Vertical fragmentation partitions the attributes of a relational tuple in to
a number of smaller relations each containing a subset of the original rela-

tion's attributes. The goal is to reduce the size of the tuple so that many
'An o r n e r is a relation who's key values are attributes in other tuples$An equi-jozn is a merging of multiple reIational tuples using equal \dues of attributes

from a common domain.

user applications can execute using only the data contained in a singIe fragment, t hereby improving application performance by reducing 1/0 overhead

and increasing concurrency. There are two approaches to creating vertical
fragments: grouping, which assigns attributes to individual kagments and
joins them until some criteria is met, and splititing, which takes the relation

aud divides it according to the access behaviour of the applications using the
relationg. Regardless of the method selected, it must be possible to reconstruct the original relation fiom the resulting fragments or the integrity of
the relation wiil be lostHybrid fragmentation is the resdt of applying both horizontal and vertical
fragmentation successic-ely in any order to the relational t uples.

2.4.2

Affinity-Based Vertical Fragmentation

In many databases, transactions tend to use some of the attributes of a
relation together as a group during processing. These attributes are said
to have "hi& affinity" and this relationship can be eqAoited to produce a
vertical fragmentationHoffer and Severance [HS75] developed a two-phase method to generate
the vertical fragments of a relation. In the first phase, the affinity between
-

-

gFor the purposes of this thesis, only splitting methods for vertical Gagrnentation are
considered,

pairs of attributes ..li and -4, is calculated as follows:

11-here uki is 1 if transaction k uses attribute i when esecuted, othenvise it
is O;

nkj

j: and

is the number of accesses to the attributes for transaction k a t site

fkj

is the number of times transaction k is esecuted at site j. In the

second phase, the Bond Energy Algorithm [MSW72] is used to cluster the
resulting attribute a f i n i t y matrizThe Bond Energy Algorithm proceeds as follows: first an a r b i t r a - column from the affinity mat6.x (formed in step one) is selected and placed in
the ciuster matris. Then, the measure of effectiveness ( M E ) is calculated for

cach pairing of the columns in the cluster matris with one of the remaining
columns siich that:

n-here df is the number of rows in the rnatrk, LV is the number of columris

Thc column which generates the greatest gain in ME is then added to the
cliister matris and the second step is repeated until al1 coiumns have been

added. The rows are then re-ordered in the same permutation as the columns
giving a block diagonal form.1° The resulting blocks are used to form the
fragments.
''The pairnise permutation of the cluster matri- is pennitted since the affnity matrip

forrned in phase one is symmetric.

Navathe. et al. [NCUiD84] e-ended

Hoffer and Sewrance's n-ork to in-

clude overlapping fragments, memory hierarchies, and replicated and nonrcplicated fragments. Ezeife and Barker [EBS-I] also used a similar approach
to fragment objectbases-

2.4.3

Transaction-Based Vertical Fragmentation

Affinity-based fragment construction algorit hms are centered on the attributesBy choosing such a fine-grained unit, semantic information about bon- the

attributes are used in a user transaction is lost- As a result, these algorithms
suffer from worst case cornputationai complexïties 0f0(2"-~) rvhere rn is the
number of attributes in the relationTransaction-based algorithms exploit the seniantic information available
in the set of user transactions to more efficient- produce the vertical frag-

ments. For esample_ Harnmer [HNTS] observes that transactions in com-

mercial systems tend to follom the %O/IO"

rule; that is, the most active

20 percent of the transactions account for 80 percent of the total usage. -2

transaction-based approach can use these transactions as a b a i s for constriicting tlie fragmentation pattern to quickly produce an optimal solution.

Chu and Ieong [CI931 proposed a transaction-based algorithni that generates an optimal binary partitioning of a relation to reduce the amount of

disk I/O. Tlie algorithm begins with a pool of unassigned transactions and
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the minimum disk access cost is computed using the folloffing formula:

where n is the number of transactions, d is the number of generated fragIre? of the relation: and Fj is the fragment accessed.
ments, I is the p r ï m a ~
The cost function for data access is

fi.

Chu and Ieong's algorithm proceeds as follows. A transaction is selected
from the pool of transactions and its accessed attribute set is unioned n-ith
the set of at tributes in the fragment and the access cost is computed using the
above formulz. If the access cost of this partitioning is greater than or equal
to the minimum cost, this transaction is escluded and a new transaction is
selected. If the access cost is Less than the minimum cost, the minimum cost
is set to the access cost, anotlier transaction is selected from the pool, and

the algorithm iterates until the pool of unassigned transactions is empty.

The worst ccîse complesity of this algorithm is O(.Zn):where n is the
number of transactions. Empirical st udies have sho\\-n t hat the average complesity is on the order of 0 ( 2 ° - 6 n ) .

O t her split t ing approaches, designed to minimize disk I/O, nrere described
by Chu [Chu92]. The M A S algorithm partitions the relation b - maxïmizing

the follori-ing value:

where a is the reduction in costs over the unpartitioned case for the transactions whose attributes fa11 completely within the nem fragment, . is the

reduction in costs for transactions whose attributes f d completeiy in the old
fragment, and q5 is the increase in cost for transactions whose access pattern
spans both fragments. T h e algorithm then cornputes v for the

():

combina-

t ions of transactions a n d selects the t ransactiûn grouping having the greûtest
u.

The hLLK computation requires a total of 2t

-

1 models t o be fitted

to determine the best fragmentaiion where t is the number of transactions-

For large transaction sets, t his requirement leads to long esecution timesChu proposed the FORWARD SELECTION algorithm for such cases. The

FORIVARD SELECTION algorithm is based on the same computations as
the b1AX aigorithm- Instead of eshaustively computing al1 models, honwer,
the FORWARD SELECTION algorithm retains the single-transact ion model

which stioivs the greatest reduction in access cost. Once t hat transaction,
also known as t h e domfnating transaction, has been foimd, the remaining
transactions are successively added and v is computed each time-

Chu reports that the b1-XX algorithm captures 99.9% of the maximum
possible improvements and returns the optimal solution in 93% of the cases-

FORW-ARD SELECTION captures 93% of the maximum possible improvements with the optimal solution being returned 56% of the time. On the
ot her hand, FORIVARD SELECTION requires only t(t

+ 1)/2

model com-

putat ions ivhich is a significant performance improvement over the kL4X

Chapter 3
Assumed Environment and

Problem Evaluat ion
This cliapter describes the environment where the proposed protocol operatcs. Objects, nested objects, and object access in a DSD system are more
rigorously defined- Then the discussion r d 1 focus on evaluating the consis-

tency protocol design problems in the DSD environment in c o n t r a t to the

LOTEC[SuiSS] protocol.

3.1

Assumed Environment

Follom-ing the notation of Graham [GraSLL], this section begins by defining
objects. -1nested object model that uses versioning to define correct ese-

cut ions betn-een s u b-transact ions is t hen described. Using t-ersioning ailows

for serialization based on rnultz-.version, h-O-phase locliing. Finallq-, object
access in the DSD environment is be presented-

3.1.1

Object Mode1 and Properties

To focus on m e m o q consistency issues and to simplif'; the protocol design,
the core object concepts outlined in Kim [Kim901 have been assumed. An

object, in the POS, logicall- contains both structure and behaviour. The
stmct ure is represented by a set of uniquely identified data items (attributes)
u-hose values capture the state of the object. A set of procedures (methods)
which are esclusively able to alter the state of the object form the behavïoural
component of the object. Each object has its own unique object identifier

(OID) n-hich in the DSD-based POS corresponds to the vïrtual address wliere
it is locatedIn this thesis n-e nill use a, to denote the jth attribute and mir- to denote
the kth attribute of object

Of.An object is defined as follows:

Definition 3.1. -4n object Oi= (Si,
&) where:
1. ,i is the unique identifier of the object,
2. Si is the object's structure composed of attributes such that Vaijya i k ( j #

k) E Si:
a, # air,
3- Bi is theobject's beha~~ourcomposedofmethodssuch
thatVmq,mik(j #

k) E Bi. m, # m n

O

Point (1) assigns a unique name to each object. Point (2) specifies the
attributes of the object and Point (3) specifies the methods of the object.
-111 objects which shcure the same set of attributes and methods may be
grouped into a cZass. -4 class is associated with a single type mhich is a
compile-t ime specification that defines what a t t ributes are stored and which
methods maj- be applied to an instance of that object type.
The object mode1 in this thesis supports the three fundamental features
of object-orientation: encapsulation, inheritonce, and polymorphism. E n c a p
sulation, by restricting access to an object's attributes to its o n methods,
prorides data abstraction, data independence, and locality of effect. Using
encapsulation ive can more easily infer what a correct execution of concurrent
method invocations should be- Inheritance, of attributes and methods, d o w s
the programmer to create relationships between classes- -4 new class may be
derived from another classLnhich promotes the re-use of esisting software.
Pol~morphismpermits objects to be treated as if t h e - were of their declared
class or any super-class thereof- This property allows for the creation of
more generic dgorithms and data structures such as those found in the Java
programming language [GJS961, the Microsoft Foundation Classes [Pro991,
and the Cf+ standard template library [Jos99].
The derived class is referred to as the sub-class of the on,o;inal or base class. The base
class is also called the super-class of the derived ciass-

3.1.2

Nested Object Transactions

Users of the proposed POS access objects by invohng methods on thern. -4
method so invoked may alter the attributes of that object, invoke methods
on other objects, or both- hfethod invocations can be treated as nested
atomic object transactions since method invocations niay nest wit hin one

another. The original method iwoked b - t h e user is referred to as the root
transaction. n-hile the subsequent method invocations triggered would each
begin nen- ssub-transactions, The root transaction and al1 its descendents
toget her form a tree structure h o n a as a transaction family-

In describing nested object transactions, n-e assume the persistent object system contains a set of objects O = {Oi,Cl2:. - .,O,}.

The notation

m!, describes invocation of method k on object i by user j. This invocation begïns a nested object transaction

n-hich is the root transaction.

Operations of a nested object transaction m a - consist of read and write o p
erations on that object's attributes, an indication that the transaction has
entered the pre-commit (pc) state [Zap93], o r sub-transactions initiated by
rnethod invocations on other objects.

The set of sub-transactions of

T!.

formed from al1 of the rnethods inmked during the esecution of ~3~ is mitten as OT, =

{uir-m$).Tlius.

nre can define the set of al1 operations per-

formed in T! as OSj = {urOjn-)
LIOT, where Ojk E { r e a d , write,pc) is an
operation k. Finallj- the transaction's termination condition is netten as

A\ E {Commit:-4bort).

One of the benefits of using nested object transactions is the greater
opportunity for parallel esecution. Honiever, in systenis such as LOTEC

[CS991. conflict serializability must be rnaintained behreen sub-transactious
which execute in parallel to pret-ent anomalies from occurring- Therefore,
two methods that have codicting operations on the same datum can not be
esecuted in paraIlel, LOTEC atternpts to rnaxïmize the potential concurrcncy by using interna1 semantic information about methods to determine
nrhich ones ma>-be safely esecuted in parailel.

In a mu1ti-versioned entironment, the restrictions on parallel esecution
are not as severe- Because a nem version of the datum is created with each
n-rite, n-rite-write and read-write conflicts between [sub-]transactions cannot occur. The only conflicts that can possibly occur appear &en a subtransaction

attempts to read a version of the datum created by another

sub-transaction TL- Although the mite-read conflict can potentially occur,
it can be eliminated by using a multi-version concurrency control policy t hat

alloms multiple, uncertified [BHG8T] versions of a datum to CO-esist and

subsequent read operations to use t hose uncert ified versionsUsing uncertified versions of a datum re-introduces the problem of cascading aborts. If the transaction that created a version of a datum aborts,
any reader of the version must also be rolled back and so on. Since nested

transactions must either commit or abort in their entirety, however, by restricting access to uncertified data to members of the transaction family we

can easiiy contain any cascading aborts to that transaction family-

The nested object transaction mode1 that nill be used in this thesis can
non- be defined,

Definition 3.2. A nested object transaction is a partial order

=

(cj:

+j)

mhere:

2. if Ojl = PC, then Ojl is unique and

vojkE OSj7Z # k, Ojr < j

Ojrl

3. VOjk E O S j , Ojr +j Nj. and
4. the termination conditions of ail

mi E OSj are consistent and equal to

N j.

C
l

Point (1) enurnerates al1 of the operations of the nesied object transaction,
Point (3) requires that al1 operations of a nested object transaction must
occur before the pre-commit operation. Point (3) ensures that no operation

takes place after the transaction terrainates- Point (4) ensures that the entire
transaction family either comrnits o r aborts.

3.1.3

Object Access in a DSD System

The high Ievel structure of the proposed DSD system is similar to the DSVNI
systems proposed in Peters, et al. [PGBST] and Mathen [MGBSG]. -2block
diagram is shown in Figure 3.1. The DSD systern consists of some number
of nodes connected by a high bandwidth, lom latency network. The single

Shared Virtuai -4ddress Space(SVAS) provïded by the DSD is globall- distributed across ail nodes. Thus, al1 objects stored in the SVAS are lisible to

al1 processes regardless of the objects' physical location. Object persistence
is collectively pro~ldedby the disks at each processor,

Persistent St orage

I

1
Persistent Storage
P hysical

Memory

hterconnection
Ketwork
Figure 3.1: High Level Structure of the Distributed SV%3

The distributed Sv4S manages objects via vïrtual memory operations.
Wlen a n object's method is invoked, the base address of the method is

esamined by the virtual memory hardware, If the address does not exïst in
the processor's page table, a segmentation fa&

is retunied by the hardware

to the SVAS. Should the address e'ast in the page table but not be resident
l
a page fault to the SVAS- Either fault
in rnemory, the hardware ~ v i lindicate

d l trigger the necessary operations to bring the object into the R4M of the
accessing processor,
To manage the potentially large number of objects, the SVAS system
uses the services of a Global Directory of Objects (GDO). Mathew, et- al-

[MGBSG] have designed a G D 0 that provides object lookup by tirtual address as well as information needed for concurrency control and consistency
maintenance. Thus, when a method is im-oked on an object: its address is
passed via the operating system to the virtual memory hardware. On a segmentation fault: control is passed to the SVAS system which searches for the
method in the G D 0 using the address as a key If an entry for the address is
not found, an invalid object reference error is signalled to the requesting process. Otherwise, the necessary method code and required data are mapped
into the requesting process' address space and the up-to-date information
is fetched. Controi is then returned to the process and execution continues.
Once the nested transaction execution ends, the addresses of the method and
data are removed from the address space so that a segmentation fault will

again be generated by subsequent accesses. This ensures that object access
controt mil1 always be enforcedl

3.2

Consistency Protocol Design Issues

The protocol described in this thesis improves upon the Laty Object Trans-

actional E n t v Consistency (LOTEC) protocol defined by Graham and Sui
[GS99]. In this section, the LOTEC protocol is reviewed and areas where

improvements can be made are noted- Other factors that affect protocol
performance is also discussed-

3.2.1

The LOTEC Protocol

LOTEC is a no\-el protocol mhich maintains mernos- consistency for closed
nested object transactions in a DSM-based persistent object system- Like
e n t - consistency (EC) [BZS93], it is a weak consistency protocol and reduces

the number and size of the messages by propagating updates only to the nest
accessing site-

LOTEC is made easier to use by the programmer and achieves a greater
reduction in communication overhead than EC by exploiting the properties
of objects. Because of the object cncapsulation property, it is possible to

determine which attributes c o d d be accessed by a transaction- Further, the
necessary attribute access analysis can be performed at compile time so there
is a little mn-time overhead- -Usa, since the compiler decides the interna1

layout of each object , it is possible to determine the set of potentially- updated
pages for each method and insert needed lock acquisition and release calls.
135th this information, LOTEC is able to send o d y the needed data to the

nest accessing site and also hides the comple'rity of this processing from the
programmer.
Locking information is held in the G D 0 to provide efficient and reliable
access from ail sites. The lockng operations require the folloning informat ion:

LockState: -4 flag indicating the status of the lock (Tee, held- for-update,
held-for-read, or retained) .

ReadCount: -4 count of the number of concurrent readers.
HolderPtr: -4 pointer to a linked list of (transaction id, node id) pairs
for transactions from the family currently holding the lock who have
requested access to the object.

NonHoldersPtr: -2pointer to a linked Iist of lists of (transaction id, node
id) pairs for transactions from other transaction families mho have re-

quested access to the objectLocking operations in LOTEC are conducted in accordance with the

OZPL rules and are divided into two phases: global and local. The global
phase of locking occurs when a [sub-]transaction attempts to gain access to
an object for the first time. When a lock is granted during the global locking phase, a copy of the cache-able parts of the G D 0 entry for the object,
as described in Sui [Sui98], and the upto-date object state information are

transferred to the site. Othern.ise, the request is placed on the NonHolders

queue until the lock becomes amilable. When a lock is globalty released:
the releasing processor is responsible for sending updated information to the
requester mhose id is a t the head of the NonHolders queueThe local Locking phase occurs each time a [sub-]transaction attempts to
access an object. During the local phase, access attempts on objects held byv
other transaction families or on new objects are passed to the global phase. If:
however, a lock acquisition attempt is unsuccessfiil and the lock is currently
held by anot her sub-transaction within the same family, the request is queued
locally. When the holding transaction pre-commits, the iock is granted to
the nest transaction in the Holders queue.

3.2.2

Assessrnent of LOTEC

LOTEC makes a number of s i r n p l i r n g assumptions and design decisions
which affect the performance of the protocol. In this section, these assumptions and other design decisions are esamined.

The LOTEC protocol is based on four initial assumptions:
1. consistency control is done on a per-object basis using object level

locking;
2. only one object ma>-be stored in a data page;

3. al1 sub-transactions of a given root transaction esecute a t the same
node? and

4. no directly or indirectly recursive invocations are allowed mithin a

transaction farnilp

Of the four assumptions, object level locking and the single object per
page have the greatest impact on performance. By assuming object level
locking, LOTEC takes a pessimistic approach to concurrency control. The
0 2 P L locking rules ensure t hat o d y one transaction family can have access to

an object a t any point during esecution. Since only one transaction family
can hold the lock, it is impossible for two transaction famiiies to invoke
conflicting methods on the same object. Thus, serial access to the object is
assured.

LOTEC relies on compile time information to determine which a t tributes
are in which of the object's pages- Part of the information available is the
attribute access analysis for each of the methods of the object and a cal1 graph

of al1 otfier methods invoked by a gît-en method- With this information, it
is possible to predict, albeit conservati\-ely, which methods will conflict with

one another. Knoming which attributes are affected in advance could allom

the use of finer-grained locks, n-hile stiU maintaining object consistency.
Other granularity problems in the LOTEC protocol are caused by the
use of the page as the unit of transfer. Virtual memory pages are typically
4 kilobytes in sizc. If the object size is less than the size of a page, multiple

objects can be stored in the same page. Multipte objects within the same
page, however, crcates an environment that allows the false sharing anomaly
to occur. To avoid false sharing, LOTEC assumes that only one object can be

stored per page- Ln systems which hold large numbers of small objects, this
assuniption wastes a large portion of the available memory due to excessive
fragmentation.
An object size greater than the page size creâtes problems as well. -4s the
size of the object increases, there is an irrcreased chance that the attributes
accessed by a method will reside on more than one page- Therefore, the
esecution of that method \ d l require a larger nurnber of pages to be moved
to the processing node than if those attributes were clustered in a single
page- This condition results in greater overhead cost due to the unnecessary
movement of data that ni11 not be used during the course of that method's
esecution. In addition, wider dispersal of the attributes over the object's
pages increases the danger of ping-ponging. Ping-ponging occurs when two
or more processors make repeated, interleaved updates to the same memory

page- -4 single page rnakes multiple trips across the network resulting in
ve y hem's; traffic- Although LOTEC reduces the number of pages that are

transfcrred between sites, it is still vulnerable to the effect of ping-ponging.

3.2.3

Other Factors Affecting Protocol Performance

By rnoving from using a fked-size memory page to an object fragment-based
data transfer and locking unit, a number of factors have a n increased impact
on protocol performance. -4mong them, the network transmission character-

istics and the structure of the data being transferred are the most important.

This section discusses these factors and assess their impact In anj- distributed system, the underlying network protocols can greatly
impact the performance. The most cornmon platform for distributed systems are Ethernet-based TCP/IP local area n e t w o r k On these networks,

a data frâme usually carries a ma-umum of 1500 bytes of data of which
between 28 and 40 bytes are used for TCP/IP routing and other interna1
bookkeeping[Ste941. To transfer a 4 kilobyte memory page between nodes Ui
this environment requires between 3 and 4 data fiames-

By reducing the size of the data transfer unit, we can make significant
performance gains. Instead of requiring 4 large d a t a frarnes to be sent per
data transmission, a smailer transfer unit would âllow fewer and smaller
data frames to be sent. If the data transfer unit becomes too small however,
more effort could be expended sending large numbers of data frames due
to protocol stack overhead- Therefore, the protocol must ensure that data
transfer unit is large enough to contain a useful amount of data, while still
minimizing the number of data frames needed to effect the transfer,

In a DSM system, because the entire page must be sent: a requesting
node 11511 often receive d a t a that will not be used by the invoked rnetliod.
Even worse, the data can be spread over multiple pages trïggering additional
communication to satisfy the requirements of that method. In such cases, a
smaller data transfer unit will reduce some of the communication overhead
since only necessary portions of a page will be sent- -A more optimal solution
woiild be to load the payload of the data frame to be sent with only the data

that wï11 be used and thus avoid the unnecessary data transfer. Selectively

loading the payload introduces additional nintime overhead at both ends

of the transfer however, so the protocol must minimize the impact of this
loading overhead as n*eL

Chapter 4

Object Chunking
In tliis chapter, a new lighter weiglit approach to object fragmentation, called
O bject

chunking: is presented. Then the discussion focuses on the performance

of object chunking: as assessed by a simulation study-

4.1

Object Chunking Algorithm

Data fragmentation improves system performance by reducing the amount of
data that must be retrieved for a @\-enattribute access and it also increases
the opportunities for concurrent processing. For the proposed POS however,
the fragment constmction algorithms described in Chapter 2 are inappropriate for tn-Omain reasons- First, many of the algorithms require some a priori

knon-ledge of the transaction esecution pattern to construct the fragments.
Second, the fragment's data nill, over tirne, be redistributed to other nodes
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via the transparent transfer mechanism of the POS- -4s a result, groupulg
al1 the attributes in one location is unnecessary- In this section, the object
prtrtitioning and layout requirements of the proposed POS are esaminedThe Optimal Binary Partitioaing(0BP) Algorithm [CI931 is then analj-zed
in the contest of the proposed POS- Nex-t, the object chunking algonthms
are defined and fùially an esample esecution of the algorithm is presented-

4.1.1

Object Partitioning and Layout

For eveq- object transaction in the proposed POS, the optimal partitioning

of an object n-ould deliver only the data required for a method7sececution al1
in a single message. Achieving this goal depends greatly on the granularity

of the concurrency control- We can only safely transfer the data?or a portion
thereof. that is associated with a gït-en lock, othenise lost updates and other
data anomalies rnay occur. Ifonly a portion of a lock's data set is transferred
however,

O t her

esecut ing transactions niU be delayed unnecessarily since

th%- are precluded from accessing the data by the lock- Therefore, the best
balance between concurrency and data integrity can be achieved n-hen the
granularity of the data transfer and concurrency control are the sameIn LOTEC, the concurrency is controlled by a lock associated n i t h each
object. Since there is only one object per page, the concurrency control
is coarse-grained. \\-hich requires fewer locks and creates less locking over-

head. The large concurrency unit reduces the potential concurrency and,

since the data transfer d l dso be large, unused data wïll often be transmitte& Fine-grained systems perfonn locliing on indiridual data attributes- The
at t ributes could be transmit ted individually or bundled t oget her dpamicall-This approach delivers esactly the amount of data required b - a transaction.
but a premium is paid in lockng, pachging and network overhead. B y partitioning the objects into appropriate groups of attnbutes, locking overhead
can be traded for increased concurrency and reduced data transfer costs in
a controkd fashion, This approach results in a medium-grazned system and
wilI be the focus of the remainder of this thesisUnlike the algorithm described in Chapter 2, there is no need to physically separate the pieces of the object: since the POS wïi1 automatically
handIe the distribution. Instead, aq-fragmentation algorithm may be used
to simply group the attributes for efficient accessOnce the attribute groupings have been identified, the object lai-out must
be organized for efficient manipulation. Since data transfers w-ill be done on

a fragment basis. al1 attributes belongïng to that fragment should be placed
contiguoizs1~-so that efficient block m e m o l operations may be used during
transfers. For statically allocated variabies and a w s constructing such a
la'-out is generally straightfon-ard.
Fragments containing dynamically allocated storage require more care
when being transferred. -Znobject attribute containing the memory address
of the dynamically aliocated data d l be sent to the requesting node but the
data transfer can be delayed until the attribute is accessed. This approach
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to data transfer is referred to as lazy propagation. An eager approach would
instead append a copy of the dpamically allocated memory to the fragment
and ship the information in one message-

4.1.2

Analysis of the Optimal Binary Partitioning

Algorithm
Optimal b i n a - partitioning [CI93], as descrïbed in Chapter 2, rnakes use
of semant ic inforrnat ion about transaction reference patterns to const ruct
the data fragments. The need to know transaction characteristics, however,
restricts the use of OBP to environments where the workload consists of
known transactions, Since the transactions in the proposed POS are method
invocations and an object's method set is known a prion-, OBP is potentially
a good algorit hm for partitioning objectsIn the proposed POS however, OBP does not completely meet the requirements for fragmentation. OBP only creates a binary partition of the
at tribute set. As a result, objects that contain multiple clusters of hi& affin-

ity attributes d l not be partitioned sufficiently, and this partitioning ni11

reduce the potential concurrency and performance gain from reduced data
transmission. Repeated iterations of OBP will estract al1 of the attribute
clusters, but may cause the total data transmission cost of an object to es-

ceed the unpartitioned case.
-4nother area of concern is OBPk cost function. OBP was originally de-
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signed to improve database performance by reducing the number and size
of disk accesses- As a result, the cost function is based on the access frequency of a transaction, the number of disk scans per transaction esecution
and the disk access method- While these are important factors in disk performance, they are irrelet-ant in the proposed POS environment since most
data transfers n d l be via the network. Thus, a new cost function needs to
be deveioped.

4.1.3

Algorithms

To form fra,ments that are well-suited to the consistency protocol in this
t hesis. a new algorithm called object chunking is used- The object chunking
algorithm is an estension of the optimal binary partitioning ( O B P ) algorithm.

Before discussing the details of the object chunking algorit hmt structures
for representing chunks, methods and attributes must be defined. An at-

tnbute is a tuple containing the unique attribute identifier (-UD) and size, in
bytes: of a dattim. Since the partitioning is being done for network transrnission purposes, the data type information for the attribute is irrelevant: only
the size mat ters. -2method is a tuple containing the unique method identifier

(MID) and a set enumerating the attribute identifiers of ail attributes that
m e (consen-atively) be accessed by this method (aset). Finall~.,a chunk is
a tuple containing a unique chunk identifier (CID): a set enumerating al1 attributes that belong to this chunk (aset), and a set enumerating al1 methods

that access members of the aset (mset).

Algorithm 4.1 Object C h u n h g
1: INPUT: C; {chu& representing the unpartitioned object )
2: OUTPUT: CLIST; (List of ch&
generated)
3: CLIST t CLIST
Cr
4: repeat
5:
changed t false;
6:
for al1 c E CLIST do
1:
if BinaryPartition(c, CLIST) == true then
8:
changed t true;
9:
end if
10:
end for
11: until changed == false;

+

-

Object chunking takes place a t two levels. The first Level, shown in AIgorithm 4.1, addresses the estraction of multiple attribute clusters- The
algorithm starts with a single chu& that contains al1 the attributes and
methods of the object. The list of chunks is initialized with this base chunk,
as shown on line 5 , and the main processing loop is entered- Partitioning
t hen proceecls in a binary fan-out fashion; if the first round partitioning atternpt is successful the result wïll be two chunlis- Second round partitioning

d l result in up to four chunks and so on. If no new chunks are created in

a round, the algorithm ends. Should a new chunk be created, an attempt
to partition al1 other chunks must subsequently be made. This additional
attempt is required since the effect of the new chunk could not have been
taken into consideration when the previous partitioning attempts were made.
-Algorithm 4.2 describes the binary partitioning operation- This algorit hm
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Algorithm 4.2 Object Chunking
1: INPUT: C; {the chunk being partitioned)
2: INPUT: CLIST; {list of exïsting chunlis for this object)
3: OUTPUT: Succ t false; {flag indicating t hat a new chu& was created)
4.-nc; {the new chunlc created}
5 : cagg t
cost (c-aset) x lc-mset1; {aggregate transmission
cost of the other chunlis)
6: best t cagg + cost (C-aset) x [C-mset1 ; {cost target t hat must be beaten)
7: changed t false; {flag indicating that a lorver cost has been found}
8: repeat
9:
agg +- cagg;
10:
takethefirstrnethodmfromCImsetândaddittonc~mset;
take m-aset from C-aset and add them to nc-aset;
il:
f o r a nEC.mset do
12:
if n-aset C nc-aset then
13:
take n fiom C-mset and add it to nc-mset;
14:
else if n-aset f7 nc-aset # 0 then
15:
add n to nc-mset;
16:
end if
17:
e n d for
18:
agg t agg + cost(nc.aset) x lnc-msetl;
19:
aggtagg+cost(C.aset) xlC-msetl;
20:
if agg < best then
21:
best t- agg;
22:
changed t truej
23:
else
24:
return al1 attributes n e d y added to nc-aset to Caset;
23:
remove al1 nemiy added methods from nc-mset and place them in
C-mset;
26:
end if
27: until al1 m E C-mset bave been tried ;
2s: if changed == true then
29:
Succ +- true;
30:
CLIST t- CLET + nc;
31: end if

xcE(CLlsT-C)
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follou-s the same approach as OBP. First, the total transmission cost for al1
of the esisting chunks of the object is computed, This value is used as a
baseline for evaluating the "goodness" of any candidate partitioning,
Object chunking uses the following function to determine the object's
data transmission cost:

cost(A)= iClO * M C ( A ) +

sireof ( a )
a€-4

where MO is the message overhead, in bytes, added by the network protocols
when the chu& is sent to another nodey -4is the set of attributes, sizeof ()
is a function that returns the size, also in bytes, of an attribute, MC(_4)is
the number of messages required to transmit the chunk over the network,
and MTU is the amount of payload that can be carried in a single message.
This cost function is more appropriate to the intended environment than the
original cost function for OBP since it more accurately reflects the cost of
moving the object in the network.
After the baseline computation is completed, we move into the main
processing loop. -4method is selected and added to the new chunk's method
set along with the attributes it uses. The aggregate transmission cost is
compiited using the newly created chunks. If the aggregate cost is Io~wr
as a result of the split, we indicate that a change has occurred and continue

processing. If no improvement is detected, ive remove the new method and its
attributes from the new chunk and repeat the test using the nest method.

The partitioning terminates when no methods remain to be tested.

If a

change occurs during processing, the partitioning algorit hm returns trueTo improve processing performance, there are ttvo optimïzations in the
algorithm. The hist is the calculation of the aggregate transmission costs
for al1 other previously defined chunks (found on line 4). To ensure that
a partitioning does not cause an overail increâse in transmission cost, the
cost of transmitting other chunks must be taken into account during the
current partitioning. T o ensure a correct partitioning of the chu& however,
the aggregate cost must be reset before each trial. By using the variable
cagg: the need to recompute the other

chunk7sportion of the transmission

cost is eliminated. The second optùnization can be found in lines 11 to 17Because multiple methods can access the same attributes? it is faster t o test
these met hods as a group rather than individually, The remaining methods
are tested to determine if they can be included in the group. This test is
performed on line 12.
Methods that access multiple chunks are handled on Lines 14 and 15- If
a method accesses some of the new chunk's attributes but the method7s at-

tribute set is not contained in the new chunk's attribute set, we add the
method to the chunk's method set without removing it from the original
chunk's method set- This placeholder ensures that the method set contains

an accurate count of the number of methods that access the chunk- Since
the cardinality of the chunk's method set is used to calculate the chunk's
aggregate t rmsmissioa cost , the placeholders help prevent inappropriate par-
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4.1.4

Example Execution

To illustrate the algorithm's operation, a t-ery simple esample object consisting of 4 attributes and 5 methods as shown in Figure 4.1, is partitioned
using object chunking- The networlc environment for the POS is assumed to

be Et hernet which has an overhead OF 40 bytes per message-

Object O

Figure 4.1: The Object before Partitionhg

The object is passed to the chunkirtg algorithm in chunk form and it is
placed in the chu& List. Since it is the only chunk in the chunk List, it
is passed to the binary partitioning routine. There are no other chunks to

contribute to the baseline cost calculation, so the best value is calculated as
shona belon-. The total size of al1 the attribute is less than the 1500 byte

M T U of Ethernet, so MC(A) in al1 cases is 1 and is therefore omitted.
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best = cost(O.aset) * IO.msetl

Esecution proceeds into the search loop. hlethod O is selected and it is

placed, along with its attributes in the nem chu&

A scan of the remaining

methods finds that method 4 uses attributes that are completely contained
in the new chunk so it is moved as weli. No overlapping rnethods are found,

so we calculate the nem aggregate cost- The new chu& contributes 110
bytes to the new total (two methods times 55 bytes of transmission costs)

and the original chunk contributes 393 bytes for a total of 503 bytes. Since
t his partitioning results in less data transfer, we d l continue to esplore this

branch so n-e set the changed flag and update our best value.

In the second iteration of the search loop, method 1 is selected for addition
to the nen- chunk- Method 2 is found to use attributes found only in the new

chunk, so i t too is added. Again, no overlapping methods are found so the
aggregate cost is cornputed. This tirne, the nem chunk contributes 332 bytes
while the original chunk contributes 103 bytes for a total of 435 bytes. Again,
we have found a better partitioning, so we update the best value and continue
processing.
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Object O

Figure 4.2: The Object after the First Pass
There is only one method to test in the third iteration of the search Loop
and its addition results in no improvement over the previous iteration, so the
search loop ends. The nem chunk is added t o the cliunk List and the binary
partit ioning routine ret urns true. Since we have successfully partitioned? the
main loop n d l iterate again. Figure 4 2 shows the results after this hrst
iteration.
There are nom two chunlis in the List. Chunk 1is passed first to the binary
partitioning routine. This thne chunk 2 contributes to the transmission cost
calculation ginng a base value of 435 bytes. Again, the first method selected
in the search Loop is method O which is added t o the new chunk along Nith
method 4- When the aggregate cost is calculated, chunk 2 contributes 103
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bytes, the nem chunk contributes 110 bytes and the original chu& contributes

136 bytes for a total of 349 bytes- This total is less than the baseline, so we
update the baseline and iterate againNo improvement is seen when method 1 is tested so no update is made
since its addition would move al1 of the attributes and methods to the new
chunk from the old chunk. When method 2's addition to the nenr chunk is

tested, attribute a3 is moved to the new chunk's attribute set- This movement
creates the condition where a method rnust retrieve multiple chunks- This
condition is detected durhg the scan for contained rnethods.. In this case,
the intersection of method 1's attribute set and the new chunk's attribute

set is not empty which causes method 1 to be added only to the method set,
The aggregate cost is calculated with the nem chunk contrïbuting 4 rnethods

times 60 bytes or 240 bytes, the original chunk contributes 1method times 63
bytes and chunk 2 contributes its 103 bytes for a total of 406. This addition
does not improve the overdl cost, so method 2 is removed from the nenr
chunk. No further methods remain to be tested so the binary partitioning
routine reports a successfu. partition and adds the new chunk to the chunk
iist.

Since chunk 2 has only one method, it cannot be partitioned again. The
second round of the chunking algorit hm ends but, since there was a successful
partit ioning, a t hird pass is required. Chunks 1and 3 cannot be partitioned

since there is only 1 attribute in each of them. Chu& 2 wi11 not be partitioned
because splitting that chunk

cause the total transmission cost to increase*
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Figure 4.3: The Object after the Second Pass
Since no partitioning can occur in the third round, the a l g o r i t h terminates.

4.2

Simulation Study

Partitioning an object into chunks can reduce the amount of data that must
be transrnitted across the netmork for a given method invocation. In some
applications, however: little or no performance gain may result because the
attribute access pattern precludes an efficient partitioning of the object or
because the overhead of transmission wceeds the amount of data- This
study attempts to determine nhere partitioning objects generates the greatest performance gain by esamining objects of varyïng size taken at random
from the O bject space. The simulation strategy and parameters are discussed

first. Then, the design of the simulator is described. Finallj-? the results of
the simulations are presented and discussed.

4.2.1

Simulation Strategy and Parameters

The goal of chunking is to reduce an object into a number of smaller, more
manageable pieces. This operation is heavily dependent on the size of the
object being partitioned. An object's size is deterrnined by five basic parameters: the number of attributes nithin the object, the size of each of the
object's individual attributes, the number of methods in the object's operation set. the size of the object's individiid rnethods. and the size of the
object 's headers and ot her administrative components- In addition to ob-

ject size, the chunking operation is also greatly affected by the attribute use
in each method. Together, these parameters form a sis dimensional space
according to n-hich al1 objects may be characterizedIt is impossible to test al1 of the combinations of such a large space, so

the simulation must limit the search space to a more reasonable size. -1
Iarge number of objects will be stored in the proposed POS. Each of these
objects Lias its structure and layout determined a priori bl- its class definition
and the object language specification- -2s a result: the size of the object
overhead information is knon-n in advance and is a constant value- The
I q o u t information of a class is so frequently used, the class files could be
cached at each node in the POS. Further, these class files will contain the
esecutable code for each method as well. Therefore: by using features of the
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POS envir~nment~
we can safely eliminate the "size of method" and "object
o~erheâd"dimensions from the object spaceEven chough we have reduced the number of drmensions of the object
space from six to f o u , it is still impossible to e-shaustively test the remaining
space. Instead, t his simulation n5I.l characterize the effectiveness of object
chunking over a portion of this remaining space- Representative objects

wi11 be generated a t various a t tnbute number, method number, attnbute
size, and attribute usage points in the object space and then be broken into
chunks using the chunking algonthm-

4.2.2

Simulator Design

A simple simulator has been constructed to evduate the object chunking
algorithm over the space bounded by the parameters Iisted in the previous
section. It is irnplemented as a single process which generates and partitions
a n object using object chunking. Upon completion, the simulator reports

the nurnber of chunks created, total aggregate transmission cost of the unpartitioned object, and the aggregate transmission cost of the partitioned
object.

4.2.3

Simulation Results

In this section. Chunking algorithm performance is evaluated. To analyze
the effect of chunking, sample objects were generated with a Lxed number
of attributes ranging over the powers of 2 from 2 to 512- The number of
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methods per object ranged as the attributes, but were never allowed to be
Iess than the number of attributes in the object nor greater than 8 times
the number of attributesL- The attribute sizes were dran-n from a standard
o o m a l distribution wïth a mean value ranging over the powers of 2 Erom
2 to 1024. The access patterns were generâted randomly th the number

of at t ributes accessed drawn randomly fiom a standard normal distribution
II-ith mean value of25%, 50% or 75%of the number of attributes in the object.
Performance is rneasured as a ratio of the aggregate transmission cost for the
chunked object to the aggregate transmission cost of the unchunked objectThe higher the ratio value, the less improvement results from c h u n h g the
object.

Observations
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 present the overall results of the esperiment vïewed along
each of the dimensions of the object space.

In Figure 4.4: the s-asis shows the number of attributes, methods or
the mean size of an attribute in the object and the y-aus reports the mean
t ransrnission cost ratio- As espected? the t ransrnission cost ratio improves for

chunked object as the number of attributes, number of methods, and mean
size of attribute increase- With the increase in the number of methods and
attributes, the number of opportunities to create a chunk also increases and
t hus the po tent ial performance improvement also increases. More interest'The number of methods n-as never aiiowed to exceed 1024.

Figure 4 4 : Plot of Mean Transmission Cost Ratio versus Number of -Attributes, Methods, and Mean Attribute Size
ing is the effect of the attribute size. When attributes are small, chunking
provictes very little benefit. Once the attribute size crosses a threshold, however, significant performance gains are reaiized by chunking the object. This

effect could be the result of network overhead resulting from the additional
messages required to send the chunks to their destination.
Figure 4-5 shows the effect of the number of attributes accessed by a
method on the transmission ratio- In this graph, we see that performance
declines as the number of attributes accessed per method increases. This
result is due to increased overlap between methods- When two methods
access a large fraction of the attributes, it is very likely that they both will
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Figure 4-5: Plot of Mean Transmission Cost Ratio versus Mean -4ttribute
-Access Percentage
use a conlmon subset. To access the attributes in this common subset, the
method d l have to load additional chunks to esecute- As this fraction
decreases, the incidence of O\-erlapdecreases and performance improves-

To obtain h r t h e r insight into the utility of chunking objects, interactions
between the various parameters are examined- Of particular interest are
the interactions between at tribute size and the other parameters. These
interactions are shown as surface plots in figures 4.6 to 4.8.

Figure 4-6 shows the interaction between the number of attributes and
the mean attribute size. These values are given as the power of 2 e'rponents

along the s and y axes respectively This plot confirms our earlier conjecture

Figure 4-6: Plot of Mean Transmission Cost Ratio versus Kumber of Attributes and Mean Attribute Size
that performance improves as the number of attributes and the mean size of
at tnbute increases. The interaction of these two parameters however, identi&

some interesting characteristics of chunking. The first feature we notice k

the inability of chiinking to improve the transmission costs for objects made
up of small sized attributes. Intuitively, we espect that more chunks n-il1 be

created in objects containing more attributes- The shape of the surface shows
that n-hile the nurnber of attributes is important, the resulting chunks must
have sufkient size to warrant the additional transmission overhead required
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to move them. The concave shape of the surface indicates that it is eaçier to
form chunks of sufficient size as the mean attribute size increases.

Figure 4-7: Plot of Mean Transmission Cost Ratio versus h'umber of Methods
and hIean -4ttribute Size
Figure 4.7 shows the interaction between the number of methods and the
mean attribute size n i t h values given as power of 2 esponents along the s
m d 5- axes respectiwly. Like figure 1.6, a large number of methods does
not guarantee that chunks r d 1 form, but chunlis are more easily formed as

the attribute size increases. The interesting feature of this plot is the very
sharp changes in the performance improvement for objects with fem methods.

With few methods t o choose from, there is littte variety in the attnbute access
patterns in the set. -4s a result, the size of individual attributes has a much

greater impact on the size of the chunks and t h e r e - increases the variation
in the transrnissiori cost ratio-

Figure 4.8: Plot of Mean Transmission Cost Ratio versus hkan Access Percentage and Mean Attribute Size
Interaction betn-een the attribute access percentage and the mean attribute size is shown in figure 4.8. The three points tested f o m the s-aüs
and the attribute size is given as power of 2 esponents along the y--aüs. The
concave surface indicates that the transmission cost improves as the size of
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the at tributes increases and the number of attributes accessed by a method
declines. The simulation suggests t hat the algorithm is able t o achieve mmirnal improvement by forming laxge: independent ch&

- this agrees weil

with intuition.

Figure 4.9: Plot of Mean Transmission Cost Ratio versus Number of Methods
Grouped bj- ?lurnber of -Attributes
The interaction between the number of methods and number of attributes
in the object, s h o m in figure 4.9, is also interesting- In this graph: the saxis shows the number of methods in the object. Tlie lines indicate the
mean transmission cost ratios for objects having the specified number of attributes, reported as power of 2 esponents.

Here, the results are clearly

strat ified by the number of attributes wïth each successive~ylarger number
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showing greater performance improt-ement which confirm our intuition that
the benefits of chunking increase wïth the size of the object. Increasîng the
number of methods for an object containing a git-en number of attributes
appears to slightly reduce the performance improvement. The best performance is found when the number of methods equals the number of attributes
in the object , but performance degrades as the number of methods increases,

This effect can be attributed to the increased likelihood of access overlap in
large sets of methods-idditional parameter plots may be found in -4ppendk -4.

Analysis and Discussion
The observations suggest t hat interaction between the previously identified
four parameters impacts the performance improvement resulting from object
chunking. To gain a better understanding of the relationships between the
parameters and the signi6icance of the interactions, a multiple linear regression analysis mas performed. This analysis produced the follonïng analytic

mode1 to describe the performance of chunked objectsr
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where a is the number of attributes in the object: m is the number of methods, s is the mean attribute size and p is the mean percentage of attributes
accessed per met hod. This model was significant at the 99% confidence level

~ 0.8517).
and fit the observations well ( R =
The twot three, and four parameter interactions were also tested for significance. Most of the interactions were significant a t the 99% confidence
level escept the attributes and percentages, the methods and percentages,
the size and percentages, and the attributes and rnethods and percentages
interactions. These results suggest that the number of attributes accessed
by a method has no additional impact on chunlied object performance due
to interaction with the other parameters and could result in a more refined

analflic model. Additional investigation of these interactions is warranted.
-4 more surprising result nras discovered in the test of the attributes and

methods interaction. This interaction mas not significant at the 99% confidence level, but nras significant at the 95% confidence level. Intuitively, we
would espect the object7ssize to be determined in large part by these two
parameters so an interaction effect between these tn.0 parameters should be
clearly significant. The marginal result seen here seems to suggest that this
interaction is not as strong as we believe. Further investigation of this result
is warranted but is b e o n d the scope of this thesis.

To validate the anal-vtic model, the experiment mas run a second time and
the obsen-ed values were correlated with the predicted values generated by
the model. The predicted values fit weil with the observations (R2 = 0.8640)

which suggests that this model is an accurate predictor of chunked object
performance- T m additional validation runs were performed and showed a
equally good fit to the model.

A more detaifed report of the statistical analysis may be found in - A p
pendk B.

Chapter 5
Versioned Object Transactional
Consistency Protocol
This chapter introduces a versioned object transactional consistency protocol
based on versioned nested object transactions, versioned objects, and the
use of small data transfer units (the chunks pretiously described) . Versioned
nested object transactions and versioned objects d l be discussed in depth in
this chapter and then the protocol design will be presented. Finally, protocol

performance will be (informally) compared to the performance of the LOTEC
protocol[Sui98].

5.1

Serializability of Versioned Closed Nested
O bject Transactions

V-ersionecl closed nested object transactions are a synthesis of object twophase locking (02PL) [Sui981 and two-version two-p hase locking (2V2PL)

[BHG87] concurrency control. This section defines the wrsioned object two-

phase locking (V02PL) rules used in this thesis and shows that they are
correct.

5.1.1

VO2PL Locking Rules

The rules for LI'OIPL are:
1- -4 transaction T rnay acquire l o c h as follon-s:

(a) T may acquire an access l o k if T holds no lock on the datum and
no other transaction holds or is n-aiting to obtain a certify lock;
(b) T rnay acquire a c e r t i e lock if T holds an access lock on the datum

and no other transaction holds an access or certify lock;
(c) T may acquire a read or write lock if it holds an access lock or its
ancestor retains the access lock and/or any matching lock and no
other sub-transaction hoids a read or m i t e lock, and
(d) if T dependsl on a transaction T', T' has completed;
2- Once a lock has been acquired it is held until T commits or aborts;

3. Transaction T cannot [pre-]commit until al1 subordinate transactions
have pre-cornrnitted, When a sub-t ransact ion T pre-commits, the par-

ent of T inherits al1 its locks both held and retained. After that, the
parent retains al1 the locks;
L-4
transaction T depends on transaction T r If T reads a datum created or updated b_v
Tt.

4. IVhen transaction T aborts, it releases al1 locks it holds and retains- If

any of those locks are retained by any of T's ancestors, they continue

to retain those locks;

5. When the root transaction T pre-commits, access l o c h heId by T on
d a t a that T updated are upgraded to certify locks, and
6. IIrhen the root transaction T commits, it releases al1 locks which were

held by itself and al1 of its sub-transactions- This rnakes thern available
to O t her transaction families,
Rule (1)enforces an order on versioned nested object transactions. Since
each transaction family operates on its own copy of the data, q c h r o n i z a tion is requircd on two levels. The first level controls concurrency between
transaction families. Rule ( l a ) allows any transaction family to obtain the
most recently certified version of the data until another transaction family
iridicatcs that it wishes t o certify a new value. Rule ( l b ) ensures that certifications occur serially and only after al1 of the readers of the d a t a have
comrnited. Toget her, t hese rules ensure t hat transaction families always obtain the most up to date version of the data while preventing lost updates
from occuring.

\IVithina transaction famils rulc (lc) prevents sub-transactions from concrirrentlj. accessing the same object in a conflicting mannêr. Finally, like

0 2 P L [Sui98], data access is not restricted to leaf transactions. This feature
creates a situation d i e r e the esecution of one transaction may be depen-
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dent on the results of another transaction. Rille (ld) ensures that dependent
transactions are executed in orderRule (2) ensures that each nested object transaction uses strict ho-phase
locking by requirîng that al1 l o c h be held until T comniits or aborts. Using
strict two-phase locking avoids the problem of cascading aborts.
Rule (3) defines the partial release of correspondhg object locks. By
allowing partial releases, ot her sub-transactions wit hin the transaction family
are permitted to see internaiiy generated changes and make further updates,
Rule (4) defines the required actions when a transaction aborts- Since
al1 retained and held locks of the aborting transaction are released, blocked
transactions can resume esecution-

To prevent lost updates from occurring, new versions of a datum must
be certified in some serial order. However: in a nested transaction environment, the transaction family rnust appear to execute atornically- Rule (5),
by delying acquisition of certify locks until pre-commit, ensures that al1 u p

dûtes are certified together preserving the appearance of atomicity to other
transaction families in the system.
Finally, rule ( 6 ) specifies that ai1 iocks held or retained during the execution of a transaction family be released when the root transaction commits.
This action makes all nen4~-certified data availabie to other transactions-
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5.1.2

Correctness of VO2PL

Any set of Locliing rules t hat produces a history that is equivalent to a serial

esecution of transactions is considered correct- O-ZPL and W 2 P L have beea

shonm to be serializable, brrt they are based on different transaction modeIs-

V02PL extends the properties of multi-version concurrency control to closed
nested object transactions, so it must be shonm that the nested object mode1

has no impact on serializability and that V-02PL is serializable botli between
transaction farnilies and witbin a transaction fmily-

Impact of the Nested Object Mode1 on Serialization

Sui [Sui981 O bserved t hat met hod invocations may only affect serializability
if two methods are invoked on the same object by a single nested object

transaction or if multiple nested object transactions attempt to invoke a
met hod on the same object concurrent lyNested object transactions are methods invoked on an object and therefore are granted access to the object's attributes through the encapsulation
property. -4 nested object transaction may also invoke other methods which,
in turn, may invoke other methods and so on- If any of these child trans-

actions are invoked on the same object as the parent transaction, deadlock
occiirs since the parent cannot proceed until the child completes and the
child cannot proceed until the parent releases the lock. 0 2 P L addresses this

problem by assuming that no direct or indirect recursive method invocations
can occur within a transaction family. Since VO2PL is based on 02PL, the

same assumption is made. Violations of this 'jxogramming contract" can be
detected a t run time and reported to the programmer by a deadloclc detection procedure that is run penodicaIiy. Therefore, two methods Ln-oked on
the same object have no impact on the serïalizabüity of VOZPL.
In V02PL, nhen a method is invoked on an object for the first time, a
copy of the data is brought to the processing node and all subsequent accesses

are directed to that local copy- As a result, each transaction f ' y has its
own version of the attnbutes used by that method and there is no possibility
for a conflict between transaction families to anse until the updates are made
visible to the system. Rules (la) and (lb) of VOÎPL ensure the serializability
of updates, so method invocation also has no impact on the serializability of
nested object transactionsInt er-family Serializability

Since it is based on the 2V2PL niles, V02PL n--il1 be serializable i l it meets
the same correctness criteria. Bernstein[BHG8T] identifies seven pcoperties

that must be satisfied for 2V2PL to be serializable. Using rj[xi]to denote
a read operation bj- Tj on the Ph version of datum

write operation by

I and

wj[xi]
to denote a

q-on the ithversion of datum x, they are:

1. Let fidenote the certification of

Ti.For every Ti::;fi follows al1 of Ti's

reads and mites and precedes z ' s cornmitment.

3. For e v e v wi[xk]and ri[xj]in H7 ifwi[xk]< ri[xj]>
then i = k4- If rk[xj]and wi[xi]are in H , then either

fi< rk[xj]or rk[xj]< fi.

6. For every rk[wj]and wi[xil7
i # j and i # k, ifrk[xj]< fi,then fk < fi.

-i- For e v e v wi[xi]and uij[xj],either fi < fi o r fj < fi.
Property (1) requires that the datum be certified before the transaction
completes. Properties (2) and ( 5 ) require that a transaction read either the

last certified version of a datum or a version n ~ i t t e nby itseif. Property (3)
ensures that the version read is always the version most recently written by
t h a t transaction. Strict ordering of operations is provided

by properties (4):

(6) and (7). Because each transaction that nTites must obtain a certi- lock.
p r o p e r - (4) forces

to delaj- until Tkhas been certified or Tc is delayed

uritil Tifinishes certifyïng- By property (6): a nem version of a datum cannot
be certified until al1 transactions that read a version of that datum have

certified. Finally: property (7) requires that certifications of writes on the
sarne datum be atomic.

In the transaction mode1 described in Chapter 3: al1 read and write operations must be completed before the nested object transaction pre-commits-

BJ-rule

(6): certification can only take place when the root transaction pre-

commits. Therefore, al1 of the reads and writes must have completed by the

time certification talies place which fulfüls the requirement of property (1).
When a method is invoked for the first time, the requiced data is brought
to the requesting node from the site where the last certification occurred.
Thus. the Brst invocation of the method alnv-s begins n i t h the last certified
version of the data. -411 operations are subsequently directed to this local
copy of the data sol in effect , reads can on- obtain the last certified version
or a value n-ritten by a member of the transaction famil- This meets the
requirements of properties ( 2 ) and (3)Rules ( l a ) and ( l b ) of the locking rules for V02PL govern the ordering
of the certifications in VOZPL. By-rule (la), a-- transaction that is in the
process of certiffing or that indicates that it wants to certifsl- a nen- version of
a datum forces any new access to wtït until certification is complete. Since
the nen- transaction cannot proceed until the certification completest it is not
possible for that nem- transaction to certi- before the current holder of the
certifj- lock. Therefore, rule ( l a ) fulfills the requirement of property (3)Rule ( l b ) forces any transaction that nishes to certie a new version of a
datum to rrait until ail transactions t hat have prevïoiisly accessed t hat datum
have certified. There are two cases that require consideration: a read-only
transaction precedes the certifier and an updating transaction precedes the
certifier. If no update has been made, the currently accessing transaction
\vil1 proceed to cornpletion unirnpeded. This is equivalent to cert-ng

an

unchanged value and meets the requirement of property (6). If an update
has occurred. the transactions deadlock and result in one or more of the
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transactions being aborted and r e m - Since an aborted transaction must
release al1 of its loch by d e

(4,eventualiy one of the transactions nill be

lbe created satisfi-ing property
able to certify- Thus: a n order of updates d
(7)-

F i n a l k since both property (5) and (6) are satisfied by Ir02PL, it must
follom that property (4) is also satisfied- 135th al1 of the properties satisfied,

l.'OLPL must also be serializable between transaction familiesIntra-family Serializability
For conflicts that arise nithin a transaction farnily, VOIPL uses a siniilar
approach to 02PL. Since recursit-e method invocations are prohibited, deadlocks due to ancestor-descendent relationships cannot occur. Dependent subtransactions are also precluded from concurrent esecution by rule ( l d ) as in

02PL.
Rule (lc) permits a sub-transaction to obtain a read or write lock only if it
\vas the first accessor of the data or al1 conflicting sub-transactions hake pre-

committed and the lock has been retained by an ancestor of the requesting
transaction. As a result ,only one sub-transaction within a transaction family
may hold a read or ivrite Iock a t a time. Other requesting sub-transactions

are blocked until the holding sub-transaction pre-commits and an ancestor
of the requestor cornes to retain the lock- Thus, conflicting sub-transactions
are esecuted in order of lock acquisition starting with the initial accessor of
the datum and proceeding from there in depth-first order. Since a depth-
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first order is the correct serial order wïthin a transaction farnily: V02PL is
serializable wit hin a transaction famïlySince closed nested object transactions have no impact on serializability,
the execution of sub-transactions within a transaction f d 4 4 is seriaiizable,
and the esecutions of groups of transaction families are serializable, W 2 P L
must produce a seriaiizable esecution order-

5.2

Algorithms Implementing Versioned
Object Two-phase Locking

The transaction manager must implement the closed nested versioned object
two-phase locking rules described earlier. In this section, the implementation
det ails of t hese rules are reviewed- First , transaction identification requirements are esamined. Then, since the proposed system requires lockùig on
two levels, the lock structures and algorithms for global and local locking are
also defined.

5.2.1

Transaction Identifiers

To maintain an accurate record of where and by whom a chunk is being
used, a unique identifier is needed- In the proposed system, the transaction

identifier (TID) defined by Sui [Sui981 is used. Sui denotes a n invocation of
rnethod k on object
the invocation of

Oimade by user j by mi,. -4 root transaction created by

mi, is denoted by qj. A generic, unique [sub-]transaction

identifier has the form

I;:~,,--,d-2,1d-,

where T/ is the root transaction iden-

tifier, d is the depth of the transaction nest, and l 2 .- - Zd-l

enumerates the

location of the sub-transaction nithin the transaction family tree.
More than one instance of a transaction could be esecuting in the system:
howeveryso to more precisely identify a transaction, the node identifier (NID)
must also be recorded. This additional information reduces the possibility of
conflicting operations being executed by transactions with identical TIDs.

5.2.2

Global Algorithms and Lock Structure

An object Oi in the proposed POS is composed of a number of data chu&s.
Therefore, since locbring and data transfer is done on a per ch&

basis, each

chunk must have a supporthg locking structure in the system to indicate the
state of the certify locks for that chunk. In addition, Lists of currently accessing transaction families, those families waiting for a new version to certify?
and the location of the most recently certified version must be maintained
to proride efficient lock management and data access. Thus, the giobal lock
structure for cliunk Cij of object Oi is composed of:

CertieLock: a flag. When the CertifyLock is 'l', a transaction family has
indicated that it intends to certify a new version of the chunk and nenaccessors must wait- If CertifjrLock is '0': new accessors may use the
chunk mithout delay

CertifjrKolder: the TID and NID of the transaction family holding the
CertifyLock,

AccessCount: an integer variable that indicates the number of transaction
families currently using the chu&

AccessList: a list of iTID, NIDi pairs for the transaction families that are
concurrentlj- accessing the ch&.

WaitingList: a list of local locli structures (defined later) for local transaction families that are waiting for the nen. version of the chunk to be
certified-

LastCertifier: the TZD and NID of the last transaction to certik the data
in this chunk,

In the environment in which the proposed POS wï11 operate, it was assurned that the G D 0 [MGB96] would be used t o manage the large collection
of persistent objects contained in the POS- Each entry in the G D 0 contains
the object's identifier (OID) which is used as the search key Mathew, et. al.

[MGBSG] suggested that a lock variable could be stored in each G D 0 entry.
Sui [Sui981 estended this idea and used the G D 0 to store the global lock and
cache consistency information. Using the G D 0 in this fahion makes the
locking information available to al1 the nodes in the system. The proposed
protocol d l rnake sirnilar use of the GDO- However, instead of using a s e p
arate entry for each chunk of the object, the lock structures wi11 be stored

as an array within the G D 0 e n t ~ -Using arrays prevents the GD0 from
growing too quickly with the number of objects and chunks and thus avoids
slowing the rctrieval of information from the GDO.

For each object Oi;
there is a lock structure Loi that holds all the lock
information for al1 the chu&

Ce of

Oi.Whec a method is invoked, the

transaction manager initiates an object transaction and esecutes an access
operation on the appropriate Lo& structure for the desired chunks. Once
access bas been granted, the transaction manager aiIows the object transaction to proceed, othenvise the object transaction is blocked until the certie
operation that is in progress completes. Thus, the transaction manager ensures that al1 object transactions read the most recently certifiecl version of

the data-

Algorithm 5.1 GlobalLock~cquisition
i: INPUT: TID; {Transaction ID of the requestor)
2: INPUT: Cik; {Chunli being accessed}
3: INPUT: GDOik; (GD0 entry for chunk Cil-)
4: INPUT: NID; {Processor where the transaction esecutes)
5:
6:
I:

8:

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

15:

GDOik = GDOLookup(Cik);
if GDOik.CertEyLock == "held" then
if [TIDJID] GDOik.kVaitingList then
create a local lock structure LLS for [TID,NID];
append LLS to GDOik-k%itingList;
else
append TID to GDOik.WaitingList[TID7NID].WaitingList;
end if
else
G D O i k . A ~ ~ e ~ ~ +=
C ~ u1;n t
append [TID,NID] to GDOic.AccessList;
create a local lock structure LLS for [TID,hTD];
send LLS to the requester;
end if

Algorithm 5.1 describes the global lock acquisition process- Using the
object identifier for chunk Cikisparent as the key, the G D 0 entry for object

Oiis retrieved. Unless t h e CertifS;Lock is held, access t o the chunk is immed i a t e - granted. The TID is added to the AccessList and the AccessCount
is incremented. If the CertifyLock is held, the requesting transaction TID is
placed on the WaitingList a n d the transaction is blocked until a GlobalCertifyRelease is esecuted. If another [sub-]transaction from the same family is
currently waiting on the AccessL.ist, the transaction is placed on the Local-

\I%itingList instead-

Algorit hm 5.2 GlobalLockRelease
1: INPUT: TID; {TID of the releasing or aborting transaction)
2: INPUT: ChunbrList; {ail chunks retained and held by the transaction)
31 INFUT: GDO; (GD0 entries for chunks in the ChunliCist)
4: INPUT: NID ; { processor where the transaction esecute s )
5:
6:

for al1 Cik in the ChunkList do
T: delete [TID:RlD] €rom GDOik.AccessList;
-= 1;
GDOik-...cce~~Count
8:
if GD&.CertifyLock == "held" A GDOik.dkcessCount == 1 then
{the last accessor is the transaction R-aiting to certi&)
9:
201
send proceed command t o GDOik-CertifyHolder;
11:
endif
121 end for
The giobal lock release process is described in Algorithm 5.2. Since each
transaction family operates on its own copy of the data chunk, unmodified
chunks can be discarded n-hen the transaction commits or aborts- However,
the VO2PL rules require that an update must wait until

aU users

of the
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chunk have completed before a new version can be certified- Thetefore, if
the releasing transaction is the tast accessor, it must signai any transaction
waiting to certib- a new version of the chunk before proceeding. Since this
operation can only be performed by the root transaction: al1 of the chunks
accessed by the transaction hmily must be processed by this operationThe final global operation is the giobal certifi. described in --gorithm
5-3- Like -Ugorithm 5-2, this algonthm certifies ail chunks that have been

updated during the course of the farnily's execution- First? certift- locks must
be obtained on ail of the chunks. Under the V02PL d e s , a deadlock will
arise if another transaction famïly holds a certifS- lock on any of the chunks the
current farnily is attempting to certiS., In this case, the deadlock resolution
aIgorithm must be run to determine which transaction familj- is to be rolled
back and which will proceed. Once al1 the locks have been obtained, the
nen- version of the chunk is certified and the family removes itself from the
-1ccessList and releases the lock.

5.2.3

Local Algorithms and Lock Structure

-1nother performance enhancing technique used in LOTEC is caching of iocking information a t the processing node. Xthough the G D 0 is an efficient

storage solution for locking information, accessing the information stored
there can be an espensive operation- The G D 0 is a distributed structure, so
retrieving the lock information may involve multiple network accesses. Since

a transaction family may make multiple accesses to the object n i t h each ac-
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Algorithm 5.3 GlobalCertil
1: INPUT: TID; {TID of the certifjiing transaction)
2: INPUT: UpdatedChunkList;
3: INPUT: GDO; {GD0 entries for chunks in the UpdatedChuokList)
4: INPUT: NID; {node ID)

a:
6: {acquire the certib- locks for the updated cliunks)
ï: for al1 Cik in the UpdatedChunkList do
8:
if G D O i k . C e r t i ~ o c k
== "held" then
9:
invoke deadlock resolution algorithm;

else
GDOik.Certi&Lock = "held";
GDOik.Certif-Holder = [TID,NID];
12:
end if
13: end for
10:
11:

14:
15:
16:
17:

wait ; {until ail accessors complete)

{release al1 the locks)
18: for al1 Cik in the UpdatedChunkList do
19:
delete [TID,NID] from GDOik.~ccessList;
G D O i n - . A ~ ~ e ~-=
~ C1;~ ~ n t
GDOik.LastCertifier = [TID,NID];
GDOik.CeïtifyHolder = nuil;
GDOik.CertifyLock = "free" ;
grant access to al1 transactions in GDOik.\4TaitingList;
20: end for
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cess requiring two lock operations, the additional communications overhead
will significantly degrade system performance- By going to the local cache,

LOTEC avoids the additional network traffic. This protocol d s o uses local
caching of G D 0 Information to improve performanceNot al1 of the G D 0 information is necessary at the local level however.
Once the transaction family has obtained its copy of the data chunk, it runs
in isolation from a l other families- The list of accessors, the hoider of the
certify lock and other global state information are irrelevant until the transaction family goes to commit its changes. The cached G D 0 should therefore
only hold the information required for the esecution of that transaction family Fortunately, the V02PL rules support a clean separation of locking
information.
The VO2PL ruies that govern i n t r a - f a m l concurrency require a single
lock to control access and a FIFO queue of pending requestors to promote
serial access to the data. The

Tm and NID of the current

lock holder or

retainer must also be recorded to ensure correct propagation of the lock to
the root transaction- In addition, some indicator that the data chunk has
been updated is necessas- so that the root transaction will know when and

what to certift-.
The Local lock structure also provides useful services at the global level. In
Algorit hm 5.1 we see the local lock structure used to record what transaction
families are waiting for a pending certify operation to complete. The arriva1

of a local lock structure at a processing node also indicates that access to

a chunk hm been granted and the [sub-]transaction . To provide a search

kej- to support these operations, the local lock structure must also record the

TID of the initial requester of that chunk- Thus, the local lock structure for
chunk Cij is composed of:

Lock: a flag. When a [sub-] transaction is ctirrentlp accessing data from the
chunk, LocalLock is set to '1'. Othernise, 'O' indicates the LocalLock
is free.

LockWolder: the TID of the transaction that currently holds the LocalLock.
InitialRequestor: the TID and NID2 of the transaction that h s t requested
the LocalLock,

WaitingList: a FIFO queue of TIDs for sub-transactions from this family
n-ho wish to access the chunk,

Dirty: a flag. - - Dirty flag value of '1' indicates that the chunk has been u p
dated and a certif'. operation must be performed d e n the transaction
family commits- A value of '0' indicates that the chunk is unchanged-

The local lock acquisition process is described in -4lgorithm 5.4, When
an object [sub-]transaction T$ 17---, ld-2,1d-l atternpts to access chunk Ch, the

transaction manager invokes the LocalLoc~4cquisitionroutine to acquire
the Lock for that chunk- If chunk Ckmhas not been mapped to the process'
'The NID is recorded here so that the c e r t w n g transaction h o w s where to send the
chunk-

address space, the request is forwarded to the GlobalLockAcquisition routine
and the [sub-]transaction blocks until access is granted. Should chu& C L already be mapped, the Lock and LockWolder are esamined- If an ancestor
of the requesting transaction retains the Lock or if the Lock is free, the
requesting transaction is git-en the lock and may proceed. Otherwise, the
requesting transaction is placed on the i'aitingList and is blocked untii it is
granted the lock by a subsequent LocalLockRelease having been esecuted.

INPUT: TID; {TID of the requesting transaction)
INPUT: Ch; { Chunk being accessed)
3: INPUT: CGDOr,; {Cached G D 0 e n t l for chu& Ck-)
4: INPUT: hlD; {processor where the transaction esecutes}
1:
2:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
IO:

if Ch is unmapped then
Fonvard request to GlobalLock~cquisition;
else
if LocalLock is free then
CGDOh-Lock t "held" ;
CGDOh.LockHolder t TID;
11:
else if CGDOk,~LockHolder 4 TID then
121
CGDOk,.Lock +- "held ;
13:
else
14:
append TID to CGDOh,WaitingList;
1:
end if
16: end if
-4lgorithrn 5.5 describes the local lock release process- This algorithm
must handle four cases: when the root transaction commits, when the root
transaction aborts, when a sub-transaction pre-commits and when a subtransaction aborts. 12ien a sub-transaction pre-cornmits, any locks held or
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retained must be passed t o its parent who retains the loch- Should the ries*
requesting sub-transaction be a descendent of the current lock retainer, that
sub-transaction acquires the lock and may execute- If the sub-transaction
aborts, the loch not already retained by an ancestor are released to other
sub-t ransactions within the transaction farnily- Should no ot her transaction
be il-aiting for access to that chu&, the request is fonvarded to GlobalLock-

Release and the chu& is purged. Ancestors of the aborting sub-transaction
continue to retain the locks until they pre-commit, abort, or the locks are
acquired by t heir descendantsSince the transaction family operates on its onm copies of the chunks, the

root transaction operations are very simple- If the root transaction aborts:
the list of access chunks need only be fomarded to the GlobalLockRelease
routine to release the resources. -4 root transaction commit must certify any
updated chunks via the Glo balcertify routine before releasing the accessed
chunks.

5.2.4

Example Execution

To aid in understanding the operation of the VO2PL locking rules, an example of the esecution of a collection of nested object transactions is presented. Figure 5.1 shows the data access as a call graph where the nodes
correspond to the data chunk accessed and the vertices represent the [sub]transaction that triggered that access. In this example, there are three
transaction families T::, T:; and TE4. T$ and Tt: are executing on node

CEtWTER 5. VERSIONED OBJECT CONSISTENCZIAlgorit hm 5.5 LocalLockRelease
1: INPUT: TID; {TID of the requesting transaction)
2: INFUT: ChunkList; {Chunks accessed by transaction TID)
3: INPUT: ReleaseMode;
4: INPUT: CGDO; {cached G D 0 entries for objects in ChunkList)
5:
6:

if ReleaseMode == RootCommit then
T:
UpdateList t {CL- E ChunliCist 1 CGDOr,.Dirty == "True");
Fonvard UpdateList to GlobalCerte;
Fomard C hunkList - UpdateList to GlobalLockRelease;
8: else if ReleaseMode == RootAbort then
Fornrard ChunkList to GlobalLockRelease;
9:
10: else if ReleaseMode == PreCommit then
11:
forallChinChdistdo
12:
CGDOh-Lock t Yree7';
CGDOh .LocliHolder t ancestor (TID);
if Ch was updated then
13:
14:
CGDOh.Dirty t '"rrue7';
15:
end if
if CGDOh-LockHolder + CGDOk,,CVaitingList Arst t hen
16:
17:
CGDOk,.Lock t "held" ;
CGDOkm.MraitingList t CGDOk,.Wait ingList .nest ;
Send lock g a n t message to CGDOh.LockHolder;
18:
end if
19:
end for
20: else if ReleaseMode == SubAbort then
for aU Ch in ChuniList do
21:
2'2:
Remove Ckmfrom ChunliList;
if CGDOkm.LocliHoIder< TID then
23:
24:
CGDOh-Lock t 'Ykee" ;
if C GDOk,.14TaitingList .first > CGDOA, .LockHolder then
25 :
26:
CGDOLm.Lockt '%elci;
CGDOk,.i4raitingList t C GDOk,.lVaitingList .nest ;
Send the lock grant message to CGDOkm.Lo~kH~1der;
27:
end if
else if CGDOk,.WaitingList != nul1 then
28:
{TID is the holder of Lock)
29:
30:
CGDOk, .LoMolder t CGDOn,.lVGtingList.first;
CGDOk,.WaitingList t CGDOh.FVaitingList.nes%;
CGDOh-Lock t- "held";
Send the Iock g a n t message to CGDOkm.LockHoIder;
31:
else
CGDOkm-Lock c %ee7' ;
32:
33:
end if
34:
end for
35: end if
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A rvhile Tk:4 executes on node B. From the graph, there are possibly conC3O9and C30- Accesses of ch&
flicting accesses at chunks COQ,
assumed to arrive in the order

der T ~ , ~ +
OO
T$LO
O +
the order

-t

T::O, accesses of chu& C30 in the or-

~s~~
+ T:&LO
+ T&,

TfPioi
-+Tg,$Li+ TZio-

CoOare

chu&

and accesses of chunk Csain

are assumed to be unmapped

from al1 of the transaction families' address spaces- -Also, to iiiustrate the
local locking operations, no locks are released uatil ali requests have been
processedWhen transaction TEdois esecuted on node

B, the transaction manager

invokes the LocalLock~cquisitionroutine to acquire the lock on chiink
Since Coohas not been mapped into

Cao-

TZ'Saddress space, the request is for-

rvarded to the GlobalLock-Acquistion routine-

IF no ot her transaction family

is in the process of certifying a new version of Coo,TE4ois added to the
access list and a local lock structure is created and cached in the CGDOSince each transaction family operates on its onm copy of the chunk? the
identical sequence is followed when T,: requests access to Cooand so on for
each [sub-]transaction that initially requests the chunk. Figure 5.2 shows
the GD0 entries for 00,O3 and O5 following al1 the global access acquisition
operations.

The transaction manager invokes the LocalLock~cquisitionroutine when
esecutes. Since C3*is aheady mapped into the transaction
transaction T:hoio
familfs address space, the operat ion is not fornarded t o the GlobalLock-4~quisition routine. I n this case,

T~&,oo
holds the loclc so T:Ao,, is placed on

Figure -5.1: Chunk Access Grapli
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Figure 5.2: G D 0 State after al1 Chu& Accesses are Granted
the LocalWaitingList and is blocked. Similarly: T,4hl0 is also blocked and
placed on the LocalWaitingList. Once S~'j0,, pre-commits, the transaction
manager invokes the LocalLockRelease routine which passes the lock to its
ancestor T$,,

ivhich in turn passes the lock to T:$ when it pre-commits.

When T$, receives the iock, T:h0,, is also granted access and proceeds. The
state transitions of the LocalLock for chu& C30are s h o w in Figure 5.3.

Since each transaction famiiy operates on it's own copy of the chunk,
the Iocal locking functions proceed independently until the root transaction
attempts to commit- At this point, new versions of the updated chunks must
be certified to make the changes visible to other transactions in the system.

CGD03
State 1: Mter T ~ T ~granted
o o o access

State 2: After T:;,,,

requests access

State 3: After T[;,, requests access

State 4: After T ~ Q opre-commits,
oo
T2fooo
retains the lock

State 5: After TW~,,, pre-comrnits, T:;, retains the lock

Since T::,,,

is an descendent of T:Ao, it holds the lock

State 6: -4fter T:;,,,

pre-commits, T&

retains the Iock

State 7: -Ifter T:ho pre-commits, T:; retains the lock

Since T,$ Lo is a descendent of T:;, it holds the lock

State 8: After T:&, pre-commits, T:; retains the lock

Figure 5.3: Local Lock Operations on C30by Family T::

Suppose the root transaction T:: attempts to commit h s t . The transaction

manager invokes the LocalLockRelease routine and fonvards the updated
chunks to the G L o b a l C e r t ~routine to obtain the CertifS.Locks on chunks

C30and CSO.Since those chunks are being concurrently accessed by the
O t her

transaction families, T:: cannot complete the certification step until

the other families commit or abort. TE4 also blocks during the certification

process because it and T:: both concurrently access chunk Cm.
Ts:'

commit is very simple. Since none of the chunks accessed by mem-

bers of the transaction f d y in\-01%-edupdates: the LocalLockRelease process
fonvards the request to the GlobalLockRelease routine. The GlobalLockRoutine removes T:: fiom the AccessList, purges the local lock structure
from the cached GDO, and unmaps the chunlc from the address space. TELi
can now proceed with the certification of its \-ersion of chunk Co, which
in turn unblocks

T$

T:;. Thus, the transaction family commits are ordered

+ TE4+ T;;.

5.3

Performance Assessrnent

Sui's simulation study [Sui981 shows that the LOTEC protocol irnproves performance by reducing the amount of data that m u t be transferred between
processing nodes to maint ain data consistency Since a similar object transactionai mode1 is being used in this thesis, LOTEC makes a good cornparison

benchmark for the proposed protocol- Data transfer, however, is only one
aspect of protocol performance. In this section, the performance of the hvo
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protocols is assessed in the areas of data transfer and transaction latency via
direct cornparison of the protocols.

5 -3.1 Data Transfer Characteristics
Both LOTEC and the proposed protocol attempt to minimize the amount

of data transferred by loading only the portions of the object that ni11 be
used b - each [sub-]transaction. Botli protocols pull the data from the node
u-here the last update was made at lock acquisition time- This operation
typically requires two small control messages, one to request the lock and
one to request the data, as well as a larger data message- The protocols
also share the same worst case behaviour; a [sub-]transaction that requests
al1 pieces of an object d l pay a performance penalty because of the control
message overhead-

LOTEC transfets a larger block of information because of it's reliance on
memory pages as the basic unit of transfer. For objects consisting of relatively
s m d l attributes, a memory page is more likely to contain attributes that are
not used by a given [sub-]transaction resulting in the unnecessary movement
of some data. Since chunks are constructed according to method usage, the
unnecessary movement of unused attributes d l be reduced. This reduction
of the size of a data message rnax however: be partially offset by a n increase
in the number of control messages. With the increased number of chunks in
the system: there is additional locliing overhead and a greater likelihood that
chunks will have to be downloaded from multiple nodes. This additional

overhead should? hou-el-er: be offset by the satings in the size of the data
messages transmitted in most cases as etidenced by the results presented in
Chapter 4-

For objects containing larger attributes. the use of m e m o l pages c m
also cause unnecessary data transfer because of data aiignment- Due to the
ordering of the attributes mithin an object, a situation ma!- anse n-here a
single attrïbute may be split ot-er one or more page boundxïes- \%%en this
attribute is updated, [sub-]transactions that subsequently use that attrïbute
are forced to load up to 2 additional pages and thereby potentially move a
large amount of unnecessary data- The proposed protocol is not vulnerable
to alignment problems since the attributes are grouped on a chunk basis.

The proposed protocol should transfer less data than LOTEC due to the
use of chunks rather thao pages. -4 [sub-]transaction that requests multiple
chunks n-il1 generate more control messages being sent, but t his cost should
be offset by the reduced data message size. This is particularly tme when

modern, l o d a t ency networks (eg. myrinet ) are used-

5.3.2

Transaction Latency

In LOTEC. transaction familu execution delays are caused by the lock gran-

ularity- Since there is only one lock per object, only one transaction farniljcan use that object at any given time regardless of mhat operations the waiting families intend to perform. Access to the data proceeds on a first-corne,

first-sen-ed b a i s from sub-t ransaction t O sub-transact ion nit hin the current

lock-holding family until the root transaction commits: then the nex* family
is granted access and so on,
The proposed protocol reduces transaction Iatency by removing potential
delay-ccausing con£licts between [sub-1transactions. Breaking the object in to
chunks increases the number of [sub-]transactions that can access the object
concurrently -Usa, since chunk formation is determined by the methods,
[sub-1transactions t hat access different parts of the object cannot interfere
11-ith each ot her and therefore Ml1 esecute concurrently wit hout delayIncreasing the number of locks associated niith an object cannot address
al1 sources of delay.

[Sub-]transactions that use the same chunk may be

called concurrently either as members of the same family or Gom different
transaction families. When conflicting [sub-1t ransactioos are in the same
familj- the proposed protocol uses the LOTEC locking protocol to ensure
correct esecution. In these cases, both the proposed protocol and LOTEC
d l suffer the same delays.
Delays are not equal for both protocols m-hen inter-family coaflicts occiir
homever. In the proposed protocol, a separate Lock is used to manage concurrent versioned access to the conilicting chu&

Unless a new version of

the chunk is being certifie4 the proposed protocol grants access immediateljand a copy of the chunk is sent to the requesting transaction family Since
al1 local operations are performed on this local copy, it is impossible for the
tn-O families to conflict and thereby have one family delay the execution of
another.
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While local operat ions cannot cause a transaction family to delay anot her,

the certification of a nem chunk version can cause significant delays- Under
the proposed protoco17a certifS; operation must wait untïi all other accessing
transaction families have released t heir locks, and once a transaction family
has indicated it nishes to certik a new version of a chunk al1 subsequent
accesses must n-ait until the certification has completed. The impact of
de1y.s due to certification depend heavily on the nature of the workload- If
the majorïty of the transactions in the system are reads only, t the proposed
protocol will cause minimal delay compared to the same workload managed
using LOTEC- As the frequency of updates increases, the proposed protocol's
performance ni11 degrade until it is equal to LOTEC.
The certification process is also vulnerable to delays caused by longrunning transaction families. When a transaction family acquires a certify
lock on a chunk, aU other families that request access after that operation
must wait until the certification is complete. The certifying transaction family must also wait until al1 the current accessors of the chunk have released
their access locks before it can proceed as well- If a long-running transaction
family is accessing a chunk, the certification and al1 new accesses are delaxed until that familj- releases its locks. Thus, the number and frequency of
long-running transaction families can have a great impact on overall system
performance. This vuinerability is also present in LOTEC due to the serial
data access ordering and in database entironments as well.
When two or more updating transaction families execute concurrently,

the certification operation increases the probability of transaction coiibacks.
Under the proposed protocol, the transaction manager is required to roilback
any transaction that attempts t~ cert-

t-

a nem version of a chunk once a cer-

lock is obtained on that chunk3. In these cases, the aborted transaction

suffers delays due to the completion of the certification operation and it's
re-esecution. It is also possible for the same transaction family to be repeatedly aborted due to the order in which other updates cornplete. Transaction
families esecuted under the LOTEC protocol are not t-uinerable to rollback
or indefinite postponement because a serial ordering is unifor&

enforced.

The proposed protocol ni11 generally out-perform LOTEC in environments where the percentage of transaction families that update data is small
and conflict ing updates are not run concurrently.

In those environments,

the potential for intra-family conflicts under the proposed protocol is very
small. In environments where updates occur v e - frequentiy and multiple
update transactions are run concurrently? LOTEC \vil1 norrnalLy offer better
performance.

3The second transaction does not have to be the one rolled back. These conflicts
can be resotved using techniques such as wound-wait or %-ait-dierather than Grst-corne,
first-served. Womd-a-ait and mit-die are both described in Ozsu and Vaiduriez[OV91].

Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis presented a nenr consistency protocol for closed versioned nested
object transactions in a DSD-based persistent object system and a nenr algorithm called Object Chunking for partitioning objects into smaller groupings-

The performance of the protocol is compared with LOTEC[Sui98] and the
effectiveness of Object Chunking is demonstrated by simulation.

6.1

Contributions

Chu and Ieong's Optimal Binary Partitioning algorithm [Chu921 rvas modified to partition objects into smaller units called chunks. The Object Chunking algorithm takes into account the network environment of the POS mhen

calculating the partitions and esTracts al1 of the attribute clusters from an
object.
-4 simple simulator was developed to assess the effectiveness of the Object

Chunking aigorithm. -4 number of sample objects of different sizes and usage
patterns were generated and partitioned. The results indicate that object

chunking provides no visible benefit for objects comprïsed of small sized
attributes, but chunking will reduce the overall data transfer as the size and
complesity of the object increases- -1model of the algorithm was generated
to predict the performance of chunked objects based on the experimental
paramet ers and their interactions,
Sui's closed nested object two-phase Iocliing(02PL) d e s were also combined with Bernsteink two-version two-phase locklng niles to create closed
nest ed versioned object two-phase locking(V02PL) niles. VO2PL uses the

same nested object transaction model as 0 2 P L , but d o n - s for correct concurrent esecution of closed nested versioned object transactions-4 DSD memory consistency protocol that uses chunked objects was also

presented. This protocol combines chunked objects, V02PL and entry consistency to reduce the amount of data transferred and the esecution time
for transactions in the POS. The performance of this protocol compares
Fdvourably \vît h LOTEC [Sui981 in most situations.

6.2

Future Work

This thesis represents another step t o m d s memory consistency in the proposed POS. There are: however: a nurnber of areas where more mork can be
done.

The object chunking dgorithm assumes that al1 methods are unique and
therefore tests each one individually- A pre-processing step tiiat eliminates
methods that access the same set of attributes could improve performance.

CH-APTER 6- CONCLUSIOiVS AND FUTURE WOMC
dnother assumption of the object chunking algorithm is that the probability of a method being invoked is uniformiy distributed. In many systems,

usually a small subset of the methods are invoked more frequently- Thus, the
performance of the algorithm may- be improved by uicorporatùig a weightùig
factor based on the observed invocation frequency.
The chunking simulation assumes that attribute sizes and number of attributes accessed by a method are normally distributed. FVMe the actual
distributions are currently unkoown, we may gain some insight by anal-zing
the size and access distributions of various object 1ibra.ries- The analytic

mode1 could also be validated against objects sampled from these libraries
to ensure correct ness,

Finally?the proposed protocol's performance was assessed by a behavioural
cornparison with LOTEC. This analysis should be confirmed by a simulation
study where the data transfer and ot-erall execution time of transaction fam-

ilies is rneasured.

Appendix A
Chunking Simulation Graphs

Figure -4.1: Plot of hlean Transmission Cost Ratio versus Mean Attnbute
Size Grouped by Mean Access Percentage,

Figure -42: Plot of Mean Transmission Cost Ratio versus Number
tributes Grouped by Mean Attribute Size-

O

Figure -4.3: Plot of Mean Transmission Cost Ratio versus Number of Methods Grouped by Mean Xttribute Size.

Figure -1.4: Plot of Mean Transmission Cost Ratio versus Number of Attributes Grouped by Mean Access Percentage.

Figure A.5: Plot of Mean Transmission Cost Ratio versus Number of Methods Grouped by Mean Access Percentage.

Figure -4.6: Plot of Mean Transmission Cost Ratio versus Mean Attribute
Size Groupeci by Number of Attributes.

Figure -4.7: Plot of M e m Transmission Cost Ratio versus h4ean -4ttribute
Size Grouped by Number of Methods.

Appendix B
Chunking Simulation
Regression Analysis

Source

DF

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square F Value

Mode1
Error
Total

15 37.22613
974 6.48380
989 43.70993

2-48174 372.809
0.00666

Root MSE
Dep Mean

CS.

0,081.59 R-square
0.82199 Adj R-sq
9-92590

Prob > F
0.0001

0.8517
0.8494

Table B.1: Regression Model Analysis of Variance

DF

Paramet er
Estirnate

Standard
T for Ho:
Error Parameter = O Prob > ITI

Description

Number of At tributes
Number of Methods
Mean Size of Attnbute
Mean Percentage of -4ttributes accessed per Method
Table B.2: Mode1 Parameter Estimates
Source
Model
Validation 1
Validation 2
Validation 3

Pearson
Coefficient

'
R
02517

0.92884
0.92303
0.92092

0.8627
0.8320
0.8481

Table B.3: Pearson Correlational Coefficients
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